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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background
The crowded wireless communication bands in the gigahertz (GHz) frequency
range and the ever-increasing demand for more bandwidth has motivated the exploitation
of the unexplored spectrum of electromagnetic waves such as the terahertz (THz) band.
The higher bandwidth of the THz band has a potential to achieve an extremely high data
rate, such as 1 terabit-per-second, for future wireless devices [1]. The THz band
corresponds to the segment of the electromagnetic spectrum from 0.3 THz to 3 THz
(corresponding to wavelengths in the range of 0.1 mm ~ 1 mm) in between the millimeter
and far-infra (IR) waves [2]. Due to the lack of THz sources and detectors, the THz band
has not been thoroughly explored for communications [3]. Until now, low bandwidth upand down-converters as well as low gain amplifiers in the lower part of the THz band
have limited the output power level and bandwidth of THz communication systems. THz
sources are also hard to find. Current technology relies on mixing optical sources such as
lasers to generate low to moderate power levels. Such sources suffer from large power
consumption and are very bulky. Current receivers at THz frequencies rely on direct
1

detection, using Schottky diodes, bolometers, thermopiles, pyroelectrics, etc, which is not
band selective and has a low dynamic range and sensitivity [4]. As mentioned earlier,
THz radiation is absorbed by most materials, including the molecules in the atmosphere
such as water vapor. For such systems, line of sight propagation is needed and even for
such conditions, the range is rather limited due to the inherently high path loss. Since
path-loss is relatively high and receivers are not sensitive, much effort has been placed on
maximizing the available incident power to the detector. This is where nanoantennas can
play a significant role.
Metals, in particular, gold, are commonly used to fabricate antennas in the THz
frequency range. At THz frequencies, the lower conductivity of metal, compared to its
DC conductivity, increases field penetration into the metal. This behavior of metal at THz
frequencies degrades the radiation efficiency of metallic antennas [5]. In addition to the
low conductivity of metal at THz frequencies, the effect of small geometric parameters of
metallic antennas, specifically the width or radius of metallic traces smaller than 0.1 µm
must be considered. A numerical analysis showed that small-scaled antennas, using sub100 nm radii compared to millimeter-sized counterparts, have much lower radiation
efficiency at 1 THz due to the high surface resistance of metallic traces [6]. Also, as a
result of the fabrication and method of gold deposition needed for achieving thin layers
with a small trace width of less than 100 nm, the conductivity values of gold are
considerably lower than that of the bulk material. This lower conductivity is due to grain
boundary scattering, surface scattering, and surface roughness [7, 8]. These factors can
considerably reduce the theoretically predicted radiation efficiency of antennas at THz
band and higher. To increase the radiation efficiency of THz antennas, the surface
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impedance of the conductor should be reduced by increasing the current density across
the small cross section of the antenna traces.
To control losses in small-scale antennas, materials other than metals should be
considered. As a nanomaterial, Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) have found numerous
applications. The resistivity of a single CNT is lower than that of a strand of gold having
the same diameter and this has been a motivating factor for utilizing CNTs in
nanoantenna fabrication [9, 10]. Although a detailed discussion of CNT properties for use
in antenna applications is covered in Chapter 2, a brief introduction of CNTs is given
here. A CNT is a type of carbon-based cylindrical-shaped nanomaterial. The CNT's
diameter ranges from 0.7 to 10.0 nm and its length can be from a few nanometers up to a
few centimeters [10, 11]. As a good conductor, CNTs can support current densities as
high as 109 A/cm2, which is about 100 times higher than the current density that can be
carried by ordinary metallic conductors [12, 13]. However the small cross section, which
is on the order of a few nanometers squared, of the tube decreases the amount of current
that can flow through a single CNT. Fortunately, it is possible to fabricate a large number
of CNTs and lay them in parallel on a substrate to form what is known as Bundled CNTs
(BCNTs). Once placed in parallel, the properties of the BCNTs, depending on the CNT
density, are a scaled version of single CNT. BCNTs can in effect increase the cross
section of a single CNT to enable higher current density and provide an alternative
material for making nanoantennas for THz and optical frequencies. There are many
factors that can affect the radiation efficiency of antennas made from BCNTs, including
the number of CNTs in the BCNT, its anisotropic surface resistivity, and its wavelength
scaling factor. The wavelength scaling factor refers to the inductive behavior of CNTs,
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which in effect slows down the wave supported by CNTs. A careful study is needed to
quantify the advantages of BCNTs over high conductivity metals such as gold as a
function of frequency.
Despite the low radiation efficiency of metallic antennas at THz and optical
frequencies, the field confinement and substantial field enhancement at the terminals of
the metallic antennas at such high frequencies and its favorable effect to enhance the
performance of the optical devices have been highlighted [14]. To understand the field
enhancement and confinement, the electrical property of metals at THz and optical
frequencies should be discussed first. Metals consists of atoms and free electrons and in
the presence of the time-varying electromagnetic field, the electrons are not constricted
by the restoring force from the atoms. The spectral dielectric property of metals is
represented by the Drude model as shown in (1.1) [15].
(1.1)
where is ωp is the plasma frequency, and τ is the scattering time. At ωp, the metal shows
zero real permittivity and τ is the average time between scattering events. Because the
plasma frequencies of a typical metals such as gold and silver are higher than 2, 000 THz,
the real permittivity of metals at optical frequencies such as visible or IR frequencies
becomes negative. This negative permittivity of metal corresponds to the total reflection
of the incident electromagnetic field from the surface of the metal. This special electrical
property of metals at THz and optical frequencies leads to two interesting phenomena
related to the field enhancement and confinement.
Firstly, field enhancement and confinement have been observed from the surface
plasmons (SPs) which is an evanescent surface wave along the interface between metal
4

and a dielectric medium or vacuum. For a SP, the field magnitude decays exponentially
with the distance from the interface inside the metal that support it [16]. A remarkable
feature of SPs is that due to the decaying electric field with the distance of a nanoscale
from the interface, the field is tightly confined near the interface and its magnitude is
highly enhanced. In the case of gold interfaced with vacuum medium, the electric field
magnitude in the gold medium reduces down to 1/e of its initial magnitude within 23 nm
from the interface [17]. SPs have shown to provide interesting applications such as
spectroscopy and sensors as well [18].
Secondly, the effect of field enhancement can also be observed with subwavelength metallic particles in a dielectric medium or vacuum when illuminated by an
optical wave. Based on a well-known Rayleigh scattering which explains the scattering of
electromagnetic waves by particles which are much smaller than a wavelength, the
magnitude of the scattered field by the particles is inversely proportional to the sum of
permittivity of the surrounding media and twice the permittivity of the particle [19]. At a
specific band in the visible spectrum, for a certain level of negative permittivity of the
metal the denominator can be made arbitrarily small and as a result the scattered field
around the particle can be significantly larger than that of the incident field. This
phenomenon has been demonstrated experimentally at near the visible region using
fabricated nanometer-scale particles [20, 21, 22].
Field enhancement and confinement due to the interaction between the planar
metal sheets and small metallic particles with optical waves are termed broadly as the
plasmonic effect of the metal at optical frequency [17]. Furthermore, metallic structures
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which are formed as a dipole, a bowtie antenna, a spiral antenna, and a Yagi-Uda antenna
operating at optical frequencies have also been studied and fabricated [23, 24, 25, 26].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: (a) 160 nm-length gold dipole antenna with diameter of 10 nm and the gap
size of 3 nm filled by vacuum, (b) and (c) field magnitude (complex electric
field) along a cut plane across the center of the antenna of the antenna
consists of PEC (at f = 1,150 THz) and Drude model gold (at f = 278 THz).
Fig. 1.1 shows an example of a nanometer-scale antenna structure and the field
distribution from the antenna modeled by perfect electric conductor (PEC) in (b) and gold
Drude formula in (c). In the Drude formula for modeling gold, the plasma frequency is
set 2,080 THz and the scattering time is set 18 fs. The Drude model using these
parameters provides -54.92 of real permittivity and 1.78 of imaginary one at 278 THz.
The electric field is calculated along a cut plane across the center of the antennas with the
excitation of vertical polarized incident field with its field intensity of 1 V/m. The field
distribution demonstrates that quite a significant field enhancement (509 V/m at 278 THz)
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at the gap of the antenna structure modeled by Drude formula compared to its counterpart
that consists of PEC (50 V/m at 1,150 THz). The gold antenna at its resonant frequency,
shows almost 11 times higher field enhancement compared to the same antenna structure
modeled by PEC. It is noted that both antennas are simulated at their resonant frequency
for the same physical dimensions. As mentioned earlier, the plasmonic effects introduce
substantial a downward shift in the resonant frequency.
As demonstrated in the above numerical simulations, the main reason for the high
volume of research in metallic antennas at frequencies well above THz band is the
significant field enhancement at the gap of the metallic antenna. The measured value of
the field enhancement at the gap of the metallic antenna has been reported to within
several thousands of magnitude [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Based on the significant field
enhancement observed in metallic antennas, the possibility to improve the performance of
traditional optical devices such as photovoltaics, optical detectors, sensors, and
spectroscopy has been driving the research on metallic antennas at optical frequencies in
the last decade [14, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Another favorable feature of metallic antennas in optical frequencies is their
ability to focus the field in an area much smaller than the diffraction limit (d = λ/2 ) [14,
38, 39]. The focusing spot size of such antennas is limited by the fabrication limitation
and can be smaller than tens of squared nanometers in area using the current fabrication
technology [40] Another interesting phenomenon of the metallic antenna at optical
frequencies is the antenna miniaturization effect as alluded to before. This phenomenon
can be observed at the numerical simulation shown in Fig. 1.1. The gold antenna modeled
by Drude formula shows 278 THz of its resonant frequency whereas the PEC antenna
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shows 1,150 THz. This effect is due to the negative electrical permittivity of metals at
optical frequencies which can be interpreted as the intrinsic inductance. This inductance
of metals at frequencies above THz makes the metallic antennas look electrically larger
than their physical sizes.
To maximize the performance of the previously mentioned optical devices by
using the metallic antenna structure, the antenna must be designed for the maximum field
enhancement at the terminals [14]. This is one of the focuses of this thesis. The
application of efficient metallic antennas at near IR band for power harvesting and
sensitive detector is considered. For this application, the antenna is loaded with a
semiconductor p-n junction at its terminals for absorbing or detecting the incident optical
signal. Then the goal of designing the geometry of the metallic antenna and the
semiconductor load is to maximize the power transfer between the antenna and the
semiconductor as the antenna's load. The fulfillment of this maximum power condition
would determine the maximum level of improvement for such optical devices which can
be expected from the field enhancement of the metallic antenna.
Before developing a method for designing the efficient metallic antennas, a
desirable scope for the physical dimensions of the antenna structure and a specific
operating band among optical spectrum of electromagnetic waves must be specified.
Several researchers have fabricated metallic antennas of various sizes, ranging from a
few nanometers to a few microns [30, 32, 41]. Electron-beam lithography (EBL), which
is typically used for patterning very small metallic structures, can realize features with
sizes down to the 2 ~ 4 nm range [40]. However, the patterning is circular as opposed to
angular for nanometer scale resolution. The curvature of the edge provides a relatively
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higher geometric uncertainty for smaller patterns (below 100nm) so the antenna
performance may vary from batch to batch. Furthermore, the proper characterization of
nanoantennas is expected to be difficult and, in addition, the wiring of the antenna for
signal pick-up is also highly challenging. Thus, instead of using antennas with
dimensions smaller than 100 nm, comparably larger antennas on the order of a few
hundred nanometers, are used [42]. For this size range, an antenna can be realized with a
dipole or bowtie topology while maintaining a well-defined shape. In addition, due to the
size of the antenna and the inherent antenna miniaturization effect for metallic antenna at
these high frequencies, IR, which has a micron-level wavelength, is chosen instead of
visible light, which has a wavelength of less than 1 µm.
Furthermore, this IR range for the antenna design determines the bandgap of the
semiconductor material for the purpose of absorbing or detecting IR waves. For the
relatively low photon energy of IR, lower bandgap semiconductors, with respect to
silicon, must be chosen. Also with this low bandgap semiconductor to absorb and detect
IR signals, thermophotovoltaics (TPVs), which is a similar device as the photovoltaics
but working at the IR band and IR detector are selected as the optical devices for
demonstrating performance enhancement when nanoantennas are used. The details of the
specifications for these devices are found in Chapters 2 and 3.
Based on the aforementioned selected size range of the antennas and the antenna
load material, the impedance of the antenna and the low bandgap semiconductor load at
IR band must be studied to achieve the impedance matching. For developing efficient IR
devices such as TPVs or IR detectors, impedance matching between the antenna and the
load is required for maximum power transfer from the incident radiation to the power
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absorbed by the load. Before discussing the input impedance of the antennas operating at
IR and optical frequencies, the type of current at the terminals of the metallic antennas
operating at such high frequencies should be noted. Because these types of metallic
antennas have a semiconductor load at their terminals instead of the 50 Ω transmission
lines commonly used for microwave antenna, the antenna at optical frequencies has
displacement current rather than conduction current at its terminals. Thus the input
impedance of the antenna can be defined as the ratio between the driving voltage
difference along the gap and the total flux of induced optical displacement current [31,
43]. Based on this concept of the input impedance of metallic antennas at optical
frequencies, numerical simulations of these antennas have shown low resistance at the
series resonance, which occurs in the optical frequency range, due to smaller radiation
resistances [14]. On the other hand, the semiconductor load of the antenna generally
exhibits a high resistance and high reactance at the desirable frequency because it has a
high dielectric constant and a size on the order of nanometers [10, 44]. This discrepancy
between the antenna impedance and its load impedance at the series resonance could
decrease the field enhancement at the terminals and prevent the maximum power transfer
from the incident radiation in free space to the antenna's load.
Thus the impedance mismatch problem shown in the metallic antennas at optical
frequencies with a semiconductor p-n junction should be resolved to build efficient
optical devices. Firstly, a method for matching the low resistance of the antenna with the
high resistance of the semiconductor material needs to be found. Secondly, the high
reactance of the load should be canceled out because high reactance significantly perturbs
the resonant frequency of the metallic antenna. For these purposes, the design parameters
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such as the antenna topology, the semiconductor load dimensions, and the impedance
matching network structure to compensate the reactance of the semiconductor load can be
optimized. One thing to note is that the resonant frequency for the impedance matching
must be placed at the desired frequency where the semiconductor for the antenna load
exhibits its maximum quantum efficiency. From the optimized antenna with the optimum
semiconductor load, the field enhancement at the terminals of the optimized antenna is
calculated to confirm that the antenna design fulfills the maximum power transfer at the
desired frequency. Finally, the optimized antenna element can be integrated into an
antenna array as a realistic optical device. The method to arrange the antenna and connect
those antennas with wires is carefully investigated.

1.2 Thesis Outline
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Figure 1.2: Dissertation Overview.
In this thesis, efficient antennas using a new nanomaterial designed for THz and
optical frequencies are investigated to overcome the low efficiency of metallic antennas
at THz and higher frequencies. In addition, efficient metallic plasmonic antennas used for
enhancing the performance of thermophotovoltaics (TPVs) power transducers and
uncooled IR detectors are discussed.
Chapter 2 addresses the low radiation efficiency problem of metallic antennas at
THz frequencies by substituting them with a highly conductive nanomaterial, BCNTs. In
this analysis, conventional half-wavelength strip antennas patterned in two dimensional
(planar) antennas with lengths from 3 to 150 µm are considered. For these antenna
structures, the material for the two dimensional sheet is chosen to be either gold or BCNT.
A sheet of BCNT is modeled using a thin resistive sheet with an anisotropic surface
resistivity tensor and for gold, the Drude model is used. The structure of the two types of
antennas is analyzed using the Methods of Moments (MoM) and the calculated radiation
efficiency and input impedance are compared. Based on the numerical analysis, the
possibility of using BCNT as an efficient antenna radiator in THz frequencies is
discussed. This analysis also provides fabrication criteria for the BCNT strip antenna to
outperform the gold antenna in terms of radiation efficiency.
Chapter 3 discusses the gold antenna design parameters, in terms of the length and
shape to maximizes near field enhancement at IR frequencies when analyzed through full
wave numerical simulation. IR bands are considered because the longer wavelengths,
with respect to the visible band, relax the patterning accuracy needed for antenna
fabrication. A low bandgap semiconductor, indium gallium arsenide antimonide
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(InGaAsSb), which has been used for traditional Thermophotovoltaics (TPVs) is chosen
as the load to absorb the IR signal [45]. A nanometer-sized block of InGaAsSb is placed
at the antenna’s terminals to serve as the antenna load. Optimization on the topology of
the antenna and the InGaAsSb block size is conducted at the desired frequency, where the
maximum quantum efficiency of InGaAsSb is observed, for maximum power transfer.
Finally, the optimized antenna, which operates at its high impedance mode in conjunction
with an embedded matching network achieves the maximum power transfer, and the field
enhancement factor at the InGaAsSb block is presented.
For creating an efficient TPV system, an array of gold antennas with the
optimized topology is introduced. The infinite array of the antennas is compared with the
traditional bulky TPV cell made from InGaAsSb in terms of the power absorption
efficiency which is the percentage of the absorbed power to incident power. The
improvement in the absorption efficiency of the array of the antennas for a TPV system is
quantified. Also a novel method for designing metallic traces to connect the IR antennas
in the array for a TPV system is discussed.
Chapter 4 analyzes the sensitivity of an optimized antenna combined with an
InGaAsSb block to realize an IR detector. Detectivity, the normalized sensitivity to a 1cm2 area and 1-Hz of noise bandwidth, is determined for the sensitivity analysis. The
sensitivity improvement of the optimized antenna in comparison to traditional bulky IR
detectors is calculated [46]. A polarization-sensitive detector array and the optimized
metallic traces connecting the antenna elements are presented.
Chapter 5 introduces the application of nanoantennas for use in IR polarimetry
systems. In contrast to traditional bulky semiconductor IR detectors, the unique
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properties of antenna-mounted IR detectors can be used for sensing the polarization of
the wave. In addition to linear polarization, circularly polarized (CP) IR antennas have
the potential to detect CP IR signals. By implementing vertical, horizontal (or 45°-tilted),
right-handed and left-handed CP antennas in a single system, an IR polarimetry system
can be realized. Also, the arrangement of the four different polarized antennas and the
metallic lines for signal pickup is introduced as the final step for designing an IR
polarimetry system. The CP antenna using a 90°-phase shift between the vertical and
horizontal dipole is simulated and the test structure of the same antenna topology
operating at 2.58 GHz is fabricated. The perfect CP signal from measurement is
presented. The application of the CP antenna structure at the GHz frequency for a
polarization-based direction finding system is also presented, and lastly, the application
of the IR CP antennas for IR polarimetry is discussed.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of the studies presented in the thesis. The
important accomplishments are outlined and suggested future work is introduced.
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Chapter 2
Efficient Dipole Antenna using a Nanomaterial,
Bundled Carbon Nanotubes

In this chapter, the performance of bundled carbon nanotubes (BCNTs) as a
conducting material for the fabrication of antennas in the terahertz (THz) frequency range
and above is evaluated. The performance is compared against gold film, which is usually
used for antenna fabrication. The macroscopic behavior of BCNTs is modeled by an
anisotropic resistive sheet model which is extracted from the discrete circuit model of a
single wall carbon nanotube (SWNT). The surface impedance of BCNTs is controlled by
the number density of BCNTs, which means the number of SWNTs per unit width of
BCNTs. Numerical simulations using the method of moments (MoM) and the mixed
potential integral equation (MPIE) are performed to quantify radiation efficiencies of
resonant strip antennas composed of BCNTs and thin gold films. For accurate high
frequency simulations of antennas constructed from a thin gold layer, the Drude-Smith
model is used to calculate the conductivity of gold film [5]. Simulations are carried out
from 1 THz to 50 THz for conventional half-wave strip antennas.
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2.1 Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have certain unique electrical properties which are
used for many applications in the field of nanotechnology, electronics, and optics. A
single wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) has a cylindrical geometry with an extremely high
aspect ratio. Although a SWNT has a rather high conductivity, its resistance per unit
length is fairly high because of its very small radius (on the order of a few nanometers)
[47]. These properties limit its direct utilization for RF applications, such as electrical
interconnects and radiating elements. To circumvent this problem, bundled CNTs
(BCNTs) are proposed to reduce the high intrinsic resistance of a SWNT [48, 49].
Some experimental work in analyzing the electrical properties of BCNTs has
already been reported. Laboratory measurements up to 50 GHz have shown a relatively
large kinetic inductance for the SWNT, which is scalable with the number of SWNTs
within the bundle [48]. In the bundle structure, the scalability of a SWNT's resistance,
which is predicted by the Luttinger liquid theory is verified in a measurement setup
where a BCNT was fabricated to behave as a 50Ω transmission line up to 20 GHz [49].
Results of these experiments suggest that the equivalent circuit model of BCNTs,
composed of N parallel SWNTs, can simply be obtained from the equivalent circuit of an
individual SWNT whose components' value are divided by N.
Theoretical properties of SWNT as an antenna have also been studied. In [49, 50],
the theoretical analysis of a SWNT as a dipole antenna predicts a slow propagation
velocity within the tube, high input impedance, and very low radiation efficiency. Also in
[6], the radiation efficiency of a dipole antenna with a nanometer radius was numerically
simulated. However, no experimental measurement of the radiation efficiency has yet
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been reported. The previous studies have shown that dipole antennas with radii smaller
than hundreds of nanometer are not effective radiators in the microwave regime; hence,
SWNT or nanowire is suggested for very high frequencies with nanometer-scale
wavelength.
In this chapter, the performance of BCNTs as a material for fabrication of
antennas at THz frequencies and above is investigated using a numerical technique
developed for this purpose. The discrete equivalent circuit of a SWNT, proposed in [51],
is used for electromagnetic modeling of BCNTs. Hence a series circuit model composed
of the kinetic inductance (16 nH/µm) and the resistance (6.5 kΩ/µm) is utilized to
represent a strand and then, parallel circuits of SWNTs are employed to obtain a
macroscopic boundary condition for a planar BCNT structure. The premise for reexamining SWNTs as a material for antennas stems from the fact that the quality factor
(Q) of the series resistor-inductor (RL) model of an individual SWNT is approximately
100 at THz frequencies (f > 6.5 THz). Such a high Q factor of a SWNT at THz
frequencies is preserved in the bundle structure due to the parallel connection of SWNTs.
Also, the one dimensional electron transport in SWNT indicates that the concept
of skin depth for this conductor is not applicable. Thus the material still shows relatively
a high conductivity at very high frequencies, although the thickness of a single or
multiple layers of a planar BCNT strip can be extremely small compared to the
wavelength. On the other hand, the surface resistivity of conventional conductors is a
function of skin depth and monotonically increases as frequency increases. Hence, at a
certain high frequency in the THz regime, the radiation efficiency of BCNT antennas is
expected to surpass the radiation efficiency of metallic antennas. To account for the high
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frequency properties of metals (thin gold film in this chapter), the Drude-Smith model is
used [5].
This chapter is organized in two parts; first, an anisotropic resistive sheet model to
represent BCNTs electromagnetically is presented. Then, a numerical model based on the
method of moments (MoM) for electromagnetic simulation of antennas which consist of
BCNTs and gold film is developed. The radiation efficiencies of both types of antennas
are computed and compared as a function of frequency and the density of BCNTs, the
number of SWNTs per unit width. Finally, a cross over frequency point at which the
BCNT antenna outperforms its metallic counterpart is identified.

2.2 Carbon Nanotubes
A salient feature of CNT molecules is their atomic arrangement. Carbon
nanotubes consist of graphene sheets that are rolled across an axis vector to form a
cylindrical geometry. The axis where the carbon hexagonal configuration of graphene
sheet is rolled determines the conducting property of the CNT [52, 53]. Among the
semiconducting and metallic CNTs, the metallic variety is highly conductive (> 108
A/cm2) which allows for its use in the design of antenna radiators and interconnects [54].
Also, CNTs can be categorized as either single wall nanotubes (SWNTs) or multi wall
nanotubes (MWNTs), based on the number of layers of graphene sheets that is rolled up
to form the structure. The metallic SWNT and its bundle structure are considered in this
chapter.
As a fundamental element of bundled CNTs (BCNTs), the SWNT is synthesized
by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD). In recent years, significant attention has been
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given to developing very long strands of CNTs. The synthesis methods have been
developed to fabricate centimeter-long carbon nanotubes [12].

Figure 2.1: Densely aligned carbon nanotubes using repetitive CVD growths [55].
On the other hand, for the fabrication of bundles of CNTs, dielectrophoresis
alignment of SWNT has been used [48]. Also, parallel arrays of SWNTs were densely
grown along the patterned catalyst lines by using photolithography or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on quartz wafers [56]. Both methods show that a BCNT density can
be increased to approximately 10 CNTs/µm. Also a nanofabrication group has
demonstrated that multiple growths of SWNTs using CVD method in a quartz substrate
can realize the density up to 45 CNTs/µm as shown in Fig. 2.1 [55]. In a BCNT, although
the electrons in each SWNT predominantly pass along the tube axis, there is also some
movement in the transverse direction, which indicates that electrons can jump to adjacent
SWNTs. Even though this microscopic electron transport occurs randomly, the reported
experiments have shown that the overall current is axial and that the inductance of the
BCNT is equal to the kinetic inductance of a SWNT divided by the number of SWNTs in
the bundle [48]. This fact justifies the macroscopic equivalent circuit model of BCNTs,
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which is simply represented by the circuit elements of parallel connected SWNTs in the
bundle structure.

2.3 Resistive Sheet Model of Bundled Carbon Nanotube
To examine the electromagnetic properties of BCNTs arranged in a planar fashion,
a macroscopic model is needed. Since the thickness of a layer of BCNTs is much smaller
than the wavelength up to optical frequencies, such material can be modeled by a
resistive sheet [57]. The continuity of a tangential electric field is maintained across such
sheets which can support induced electric current flowing over them. If

is the unit

vector normal to the resistive sheet which is drawn to the upward (positive) side and
denotes the discontinuity across the sheet, the boundary conditions are [58]:

 nˆ  E   0 ,
nˆ   nˆ  E    R J


where J  n  H

(2.1)

.



and R is the complex surface resistivity. Assuming that the scalability property of BCNTs
is valid, a macroscopic surface resistivity for planar BCNT can be obtained. However, as
SWNTs can predominantly support axial currents, the surface resistivity can no longer be
assumed to be a scalar.
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2.4 Resistivity of Bundled Carbon Nanotubes

Figure 2.2: Geometry of a strip antenna made up of bundled Carbon Nanotubes.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the proposed geometry of a strip dipole antenna constructed
from strands of SWNTs. These strands form an extremely thin conducting layer
(approximately ~10 nm) which is capable of supporting the electric current along the
antenna axis [47]. In the bundle, it is assumed that each single nanotube, represented by
the equivalent circuit model of the SWNT, is all connected in parallel. Also, it is assumed
that the electrons move only along the axis of SWNT, so that only the electric field
component parallel to the strands can excite the surface currents.
Following the boundary condition (2.1) and referring to Fig. 2.2, the tangential
electric field is related to the surface current by:

E x  Rx J x

(2.2)

where Rx is the surface resistivity along the SWNT axis. Considering a small rectangular
segment of the surface, the voltage across the length of the rectangle can be obtained
from
21

vx  Ex

(2.3)

Also, the current flowing through the width of the rectangle is given by

ix   J x

(2.4)

The equivalent impedance of the rectangular segment can be obtained from the
resistance (RCNT) and the kinetic inductance (LK) per the unit length of SWNT as well as
the number density (N) of SWNTs in the bundle and is given by

Z

( RCNT  j LK )
N

(2.5)

where

RCNT  6.5 k / m ,
LK  16 nH / m
Using (2.2) ~ (2.5), it can easily be shown that BCNT resistivity can be computed from

Rx 

RCNT  jLK
N

(2.6)

As shown, the surface impedance (complex resistivity) of the BCNTs can be
modified by its number density. As will be discussed later, matching the antenna to
transmission lines of reasonable characteristic impedance values require a large number
of SWNTs in parallel. As mentioned before, the current can flow only in one direction
and as a result, the equivalent resistivity of the BCNT is not isotropic. In this case, (2.1)
can be replaced with
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nˆ   nˆ  E    R  J ,
R
R x
0

0
R 

(2.7)

where R∞ >> Rx. This equation only models the BCNT sheet. Usually, BCNTs are
fabricated on a substrate. To reduce or eliminate dielectric loss associated with the
substrate, a thin membrane can be fabricated over silicon or quartz substrates over which
the BCNT antenna can be deposited. Then, the substrate under the antenna can be
removed [59]. In this case, the antenna will be supported by a thin membrane (~ 1 µm
thick). This thin dielectric layer can also be modeled by an isotropic resistive sheet whose
resistivity is given by [58]

Rm 

 j
 0  r  1

(2.8)

where t, er, η, and k0 are, respectively, the thickness, the relative dielectric
constant of the membrane, the characteristic impedance, and the propagation constant of
surrounding free space. This surface resistivity is capacitive and is placed in parallel with
the resistivity of the BCNT surface. However, Rm is usually a large quantity, which can
be ignored, since the membrane thickness is very low.

2.5 Method of Moment (MoM) Formulation
In order to compute the characteristics of the proposed strip dipole antenna
constructed from the BCNTs, MoM formulation based on the mixed potential integral
equation (MPIE) for an anisotropic resistive sheet is developed. Using the magnetic
vector potential A and the electric scalar potential  ,
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Escat (r )   j A (r )  (r )

(2.9)

where



A (r )  G (r , r ' )  J s (r ' ) dr '
s

 (r ) 

1
 j

 g (r , r ' )   J (r ' ) dr '
s

s

(2.10)

(2.11)

and G(r , r ') and g (r , r ') are, respectively, the dyadic and scalar Green’s function of the
free space. After discretizing the surface of the resistive sheet into triangular facets and
expanding the unknown surface current, Js is expressed as a summation of Rao-WiltonGlisson (RWG) basis functions [59]. Then by testing (2.7) with the same basis function,
the surface current density can be calculated. By plugging E = Einc + Escat into (2.7) and
using (2.9) ~ (2.11), the following matrix equation is formed.

ZI  V

(2.12)

where V is the excitation obtained from Einc. In the strip dipole antenna geometry shown
in Fig. 2.2, the impinging voltage along the gap between two BCNT sheets defines the
incident field (Einc) which is formulated using a delta-gap model. In the model, constant
incident field only exists over the triangular facets of the rectangular-shaped feed which
connects the two BCNT sheets [60].

2.6 Conductivity of Thin Gold Film
In the THz and optical regime, the Drude model provides the conductivity of a
good conductor (copper or gold) as a function of frequency. Such frequency dependence
of the optical conductivity is due to the fact that free electrons moving near atoms in a
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good conductor are not subject to the Lorentz restoring force of the atoms, in the presence
of the time-varying electric field.

2.6.1 Drude-Smith Model
The Drude-Smith model, optimized specifically for thin gold film, provides its
THz conductivity and has been verified in an experimental setup [5]. A formulation of
the complex conductivity of thin gold film at THz frequencies is given by

 0 2p 
 ( ) 
1  j


vi
1 
 1  j





(2.13)

where ωp is the plasma frequency, τ is the scattering time, and vi is the persistence of
velocity. The plasma frequency (ωp /2π) of thin gold film is 2,080 THz and its scattering
time is 18 fs [17]. Also, vi represents the ratio of electron initial velocity to its velocity
after the first collision to nearby atoms. However, the velocity persistence is only
effective in the case of a film thinner than 20 nm. For antenna applications, the proposed
thickness of a thin gold film can be chosen to be much higher than the transition
thickness of 20 nm. Henceforth vi is set to zero in the Drude formula for calculating
conductivity of thin gold film. The general complex conductivity given by

 ( )   r  j i

(2.14)

(2.14) can easily be converted to complex permittivity which is computed from:



 c ( )   0 1 


i
 
 j r 
 0
 0 
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(2.15)
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Figure 2.3: Relative permittivity and conductivity (real) of thin gold film as a function of
frequency.
The real conductivity decreases in a Lorentzian line-shape as frequency increases.
The imaginary conductivity has a minimum near 10 THz and its magnitude surpasses the
magnitude of the real conductivity at higher frequencies. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the Drude
model predicts lower conductivity and higher permittivity for thin gold films when
compared to bulk gold at very low frequencies (bulk gold conductivity at DC is 4.1  107
S/m).

2.6.2 Surface Resistivity of Thin Gold Film
Since the penetration depth of thin gold film at THz frequencies is still much
smaller than the thickness of the film practically used for antenna fabrication (> 1 µm),
the boundary condition can be expressed in terms of equivalent surface impedance given
by:
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Rs 

  j
j

 ( )
 ( )

(2.16)

where a and b are the attenuation and propagation constants in the gold medium, while
is the complex conductivity given by (2.14). The approximation is valid when
 ( )   0 . According to the Drude model, the negative real permittivity of gold at THz

frequencies corresponds to an inductive reactance as opposed to the constant permittivity
of free-space assumed for good conductors at low frequencies. (2.16) is valid when the
thickness of metal is infinite and it provides a good approximation when the thickness of
thin gold film used for the strip antenna is set to twice the skin depth. The skin depth is
simply the inverse of the attenuation constant (d = 1/a). Similar to the resistive sheet
model, the boundary condition of thin gold film is given by





nˆ  nˆ  E   Rs J s ,
J s  nˆ  H

(2.17)

where J s is an equivalent surface current on thin gold film.

2.7 Antenna Simulation
To evaluate the performance of an antenna composed of BCNTs or thin gold film,
the length (L) of the strip dipole antenna in Fig. 2.2 is varied to obtain its fundamental
resonance over the frequency range of 1 ~ 50 THz.
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Figure 2.4: Strip dipole antenna geometry fed at center using a thin voltage gap.
The antennas are excited by a voltage gap at the center as shown in Fig. 2.4. The
width (W) is chosen to be L/12 and the antenna feed gap (∆) is set to λ/100.

2.7.1 Strip Antenna
The input impedance and the reflection coefficient, using 50Ω port impedance,
are then studied to evaluate the performance of BCNT and gold antennas operating at the
same frequencies. The resonant length of BCNT antenna (L) turned out to always be less
than half of the wavelength at operating frequency due to the kinetic inductance of its
equivalent circuit.
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Figure 2.5: Input impedance of 150 µm strip antenna with BCNT density of (a) N:10
[CNTs/µm], (b) N:50 [CNTs/µm].
Two strip BCNT antennas with density values of 10 and 50 CNTs/µm are
considered. The antenna length was chosen to be 150 µm corresponding to an ideal
dipole antenna operating at 1 THz. Such number density values are realizable in current
nanofabrication facilities; however, as shown in Fig. 2.5, the input impedance of these
antennas are rather high (in kΩ range) and cannot be matched to any realizable
transmission line. It is also shown that the inductive reactance is quite large. This
simulation clearly indicates that such low densities of BCNTs cannot be used as a viable
antenna due to very low mismatch efficiency.
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Figure 2.6: Reflection coefficient of 150 µm strip antenna with different BCNT densities
[CNTs/µm].

Higher BCNT number densities, however, lowers the input impedance of the
antenna. Fig. 2.6 indicates the input reflection coefficient of a 150 µm antenna for
different BCNT density values using a 50 Ω port (transmission line). The first resonance
is approximately 0.25 THz corresponding to BCNT density of 102 [CNTs/µm]. It is also
shown that a good impedance match still cannot be achieved without an external
matching network due to high surface resistance and inductance of the equivalent
anisotropic resistive sheet. The miniaturization effect is also notable. Basically, the
antenna is resonant at almost 1/4 of a perfect conductor antenna of the same size. This is
accomplished due to the fact that the inductance of the equivalent resistive sheet has
compensated the capacitive reactance of a short dipole antenna. Fig. 2.6 also illustrates
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the performance of a 150 µm strip antenna for higher BCNT density values. As shown, at
BCNT density values above 103 [CNTs/µm], the antenna can easily be matched (without
external matching elements). In these cases, the surface resistance and inductance are
much reduced while maintaining the quality factor. Different miniaturization factors with
a good impedance match can be accomplished in a high BCNT density range (> 5∙102
[CNTs/µm]). It is important also to point out that most SWNTs are assumed to have
diameters of approximately 1nm in the bundle [56] and thus it is impossible to exceed
density values beyond 103 [CNTs/µm] in a single sheet. The BCNT density values
mentioned here can be regarded as the equivalent density values of BCNTs assuming
SWNTs of almost zero diameter spread on a single sheet.
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Figure 2.7: Normalized antenna length (2L/λ) versus resonant frequencies.
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To demonstrate the miniaturization effect of BCNTs as a function of frequency, a
large number of BCNT antennas are simulated. For a given BCNT density, strip dipole
antennas whose lengths are equal to half of wave lengths from 1 THz to 50 THz were
designed and their first resonant frequencies were determined. The resonant frequency
corresponds to a frequency at which the antenna input reactance is zero (not necessarily
matched to the port impedance). The miniaturization factor defined by (2L/λ) versus
resonant frequency is shown in Fig. 2.7 for different BCNT density values. Also, the
same quantity for the thin gold antenna using the conductivity of bulk gold at low
frequencies and the Drude model for gold is shown. As the density of BCNT increases
from 103 to 5∙104 [CNTs/µm], the normalized antenna length approaches unity. This is
due to the fact that the density of BCNT is inversely proportional to the inductance of the
bundle, so that the lower density causes a lower resonant frequency and identically a
higher resonance wavelength. The BCNT antenna with the density of 5∙104 [CNTs/µm]
has a surface resistivity which is very similar to thin gold film in low THz frequencies,
whereas it still has a certain finite reactance causing further antenna miniaturization. As
the thin gold film becomes more inductive at higher frequencies, the normalized length of
thin gold film antenna becomes smaller. Basically, at frequencies higher than 5 THz, the
normalized length is clearly lower than unity, since the inductive reactance of the surface
impedance of thin gold film, as predicted by the Drude model, is dominant. Also, to
effectively demonstrate the relationship between the miniaturization effect and the
number density of BCNT antenna, the normalized antenna length as a function of BCNT
number density is shown in Fig. 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Normalized antenna length (2L/λ) versus density of BCNT.
Each line indicates the normalized length at a specific resonant frequency of
BCNT antennas from 5 THz to 25 THz. It can be seen from Fig. 2.8 that both lower
number densities and smaller antenna lengths result in shorter normalized antenna lengths,
hence greater overall antenna miniaturization.
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Figure 2.9: Radiation resistance of BCNT (N is higher than 5∙103[CNTs/µm]) and thin
gold film at its resonant frequencies.
Fig. 2.9 illustrates the radiation resistance of the same strip dipole antennas used
in Fig. 2.8 as a function of frequency and BCNT number density. The radiation resistance
of dipole antennas decreases as the antenna length decreases. This expected behavior is
observable in Fig. 2.9 for BCNT and thin gold antennas simulated in Fig. 2.8. It is
noteworthy that BCNT antennas with densities in the range of 103 to 5∙104 [CNTs/µm]
have input radiation resistance from 10 Ω to 80 Ω. That can easily be matched to
conventional 50 Ω port impedances.

2.7.2 Radiation Efficiency
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One of the most significant features of an antenna is its radiation efficiency. As
mentioned earlier, due to increasing quality factor of BCNTs with frequency, the
radiation efficiency of antennas made with BCNTs is expected to be better than the
radiation efficiency of metallic antennas at a certain high frequency. In this section, the
radiation efficiency of strip dipole antennas made up of BCNTs with different densities is
calculated at their first resonant frequencies. These values are then, compared to those of
thin gold film antennas at their corresponding first resonant frequencies. The far-field
radiation power is calculated on a sphere whose radius is 1,000 λ.
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Figure 2.10: Antenna efficiency of strip antenna of BCNTs and thin gold film of BCNT
densities of 102 to 5∙104 [CNTs/µm].
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Figure 2.11: A magnified plot of antenna efficiencies for BCNT densities of 104 to 5∙104
[CNTs/µm] and a comparison to efficiencies of thin gold antenna.
Fig. 2.10 and Fig 2.11 compare the antenna efficiency of BCNT and thin gold
film antennas. In these calculations, the antenna efficiencies only account for power loss
on the antenna material and ignore the mismatch loss. The MoM simulation indicates that
the radiation efficiencies obtained by the calculation of the power loss and the far-field
radiation power are consistent.
Fig. 2.10 and Fig 2.11 indicate that BCNT antennas with number density values
equal or lower than 103 [CNTs/µm] do not demonstrate high radiation efficiency. Since
the imaginary component of conductivity is greater than its real component at high THz
frequencies, the thin gold film antenna whose conductivity is calculated using the Drude
model shows a more gradual decrease in the efficiency than that calculated using the DC
conductivity. This results in a lower surface resistance than that of DC gold. When the
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number density is higher than 104 [CNTs/µm], antenna efficiencies of BCNT antennas
are comparable to those of thin gold film antennas modeled by the Drude model. The
number density of BCNT antenna should be approximately 2∙104 [CNTs/µm] to surpass a
thin gold film antenna. However, it is important to mention that thin gold film provides
very high radiation efficiency up to tens of THz. It suggests that the increased efficiency
of BCNTs with very high densities may not be worth the complicated fabrication
processes needed to make BCNT antennas.
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Figure 2.12: Radiation efficiency (including impedance mismatch power loss to a 50 Ω
transmission line) of strip dipole antenna of BCNTs (N: CNTs/µm) and thin
gold film BCNT densities of 102 to 5∙104 [CNTs/µm].
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Figure 2.13: A magnified plot of BCNT densities of 10 to 5∙104 [CNTs/µm] and a
comparison to efficiencies of thin gold antenna.
The antenna efficiencies reported in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13 show the radiation
efficiency including the mismatch (to 50 Ω transmission line) power loss. Matching
networks are usually lossy and may be complicated to fabricate at high THz frequencies.
To evaluate the performance of antennas without an external matching network, the
impedance mismatch in the calculation of antenna efficiency must be considered. Fig.
2.12 and Fig. 2.13 show that when the number density (N) is higher than 2∙104
[CNTs/µm], then the radiation efficiency of BCNT antennas outperforms thin gold film
up to a certain frequency. For example, with number densities of 2∙104, 3∙104, and 5∙104
[CNTs/µm], the radiation efficiency of BCNT antennas outperforms thin gold film at
frequencies up to approximately 10 THz, 16 THz, and 30 THz, respectively. This
behavior can be explained by the large mismatch due to the small input resistance of
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BCNT antennas, which causes their radiation efficiency to be lower than the radiation
efficiency of thin gold film antennas.

2.8 Conclusion
Utilizing the scalability of the equivalent circuit of SWNTs in its bundle structure,
BCNTs are modeled electromagnetically by an anisotropic resistive sheet. The numerical
simulation based on the MoM in conjunction with the resistive sheet model is used to
assess the performance of the antennas. The results indicate that a BCNT antenna with a
density of SWNTs less than 103 [CNTs/µm] has a very poor radiation efficiency. The fact
that the equivalent number density of BCNT antenna should be greater than 104
[CNTs/µm] to achieve acceptable values of radiation efficiency suggests the necessity of
fabricating much more densely aligned SWNTs. Thus, to be utilized as an effective
antenna radiator in the THz frequency range, the density of BCNTs should be
approximately three order of magnitude higher than the maximum density which the
current fabrication technology can realize (10 [CNTs/µm]).
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Chapter 3
Gold Bowtie Antenna Topology
for High-Efficiency Thermophotovoltaics

Gold antenna which is featured by plasmonic effect at terahertz and optical
frequencies is used to enhance the performance of optical devices, specifically, TPVs
(Thermophotovoltaics), a traditional infrared (IR) energy absorbing device. A low
bandgap semiconductor material, indium gallium arsenide antimonide (InGaAsSb) for
conversion from IR waves to DC power is firstly chosen, and the operating band of the
antenna is set near a frequency where the maximum quantum efficiency of InGaAsSb
exists. Then a novel method to realize the maximum power transfer between the antenna
to the InGaAsSb at the IR band is presented and an optimum antenna topology for TPV
application is followed. Also a novel configuration of the bowtie antenna array is
presented that allows for collection of DC currents through an almost arbitrary parallel or
series configuration of TPV cells without adversely affecting the IR performance of the
individual antennas. Before introducing the efficient gold antenna design for TPV devices,
the introduction of TPV is followed firstly.
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3.1 Thermophotovoltaics

Figure 3.1: Thermophotovoltaic structure.
TPV is a semiconductor p-n junction device which converts IR signals to DC
power [61]. Different from photovoltaics (PV) which absorb visible lights from solar
energy, TPV requires a separate IR emitter. This emitter can be a hot temperature engine
from a satellite or a built-in metallic IR-emitting structure heated by a fuel such as
hydrogen gas. For the first case, a separate TPV can be located adjacent to the hot engine
to function as an IR energy collector. The second case indicates a combustion chamber
where the cell and the IR emitter reside together and it independently functions as an IR
energy generation device as shown in Fig. 3.1. Such devices are envisioned as efficient
and small-scale (cm2-based) converters of chemical to electrical energy. Radiated energy
from the emitter operating at a lower temperature of approximately 2000°C compared to
6000°C of PV falls into the near infrared (NIR) spectrum. Due to the emission of NIR
signal from the emitter, the bandgap of the semiconductor should be lower than silicon in
a PV system. The antimonide-based cells such as InGaAsSb or Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
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are shown to have low band-gap values (Eg = 0.35 ~ 0.7 eV) suitable for TPV cells [47].
This material is chosen for TPV material in the chapter.
In conventional TPV systems, the semiconductor layer should be thick, such as a
few microns, to absorb IR power efficiently and the area of the semiconductor junction
has to be a few cm2 wide because the semiconductor has a low absorption coefficients in
IR frequencies [62, 63]. Also a conventional TPV implements a filter structure between
the emitter and the semiconductor p-n junction and a photonic crystal-based emitter. Both
elements are designed to reduce the mismatch between the emission spectrum of emitter
and the absorption spectrum of low bandgap semiconductor [64, 65, 66]. Recently, a
compact mm-size TPV system where the photonic crystal emitter, InGaAsSb cells, and a
maximum power point tracker are all integrated into a single device has recently been
fabricated and shown to present a power conversion efficiency of ~ 2.2% and output
power of 220 mW [62].
In this chapter, the use of a low bandgap semiconductor, InGaAsSb with a
bandgap, Eg = 0.52 eV in conjunction with a resonant metallic antenna is presented in
order to improve the performance of TPV cells maximally. Instead of a bulk
semiconductor that is commonly used for IR energy conversion, the antenna mounted
with a nanometer size low bandgap semiconductor load also has the potential to reduce a
TPV system's volume and improve its efficiency due to the field enhancement at the
terminals. However, such a low bandgap material at IR frequencies possesses low
conductivity and high permittivity with significant frequency dispersion. This relevant
high impedance of the load cannot easily be matched to traditional dipole antennas
operating in its series resonance considered in microwave frequencies. As a result,
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realizing a high impedance bowtie antenna for the matching with the high impedance of
TPV semiconductor material at its absorption frequency band becomes a formidable
challenge in the efficient IR or optical antenna design. For this process, a combination of
the frequency dependent load size and the antenna structure is simultaneously optimized
to achieve the impedance matching which means also the maximum power transfer. The
antenna is designed to be operated at its anti-resonance mode, instead of the series
resonance mode normally used in RF antennas. Also an extra transmission line stub has
to be placed in parallel with the semiconductor load to compensate for the high
capacitance of the load. This process provides a bowtie antenna topology connected with
the stub as an optimum design. The bowtie topology is also favorable due to its higher
intrinsic bandwidth. Another good feature is that the wide end of the bowtie can give a
significant transition with wiring among antennas. When thin nano-wires connect the
ends of adjacent bowties for collecting DC current, the characteristic impedance
transition prevent the degradation of the individual IR antenna's performance.
To demonstrate the enhanced performance of the proposed TPV cells the power
absorption efficiency of a bulk thick TPV cell is compared with that of an infinite array
of metal-backed antennas loaded with the same material. Finally the design of an array of
series/ parallel antenna TPV cells with DC interconnects among them for obtaining the
required DC voltage and current is presented. With this design it is possible to fabricate a
mm-size TPV array with an almost arbitrary voltage output (using approximately 106
optimized bowtie antenna cells) and a higher DC conversion efficiency than the bulk
material.
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3.2 Bowtie Nanoantenna Design
Lenses and reflectors are commonly used to increase the sensitivity of
photodetectors or as concentrators for PV cells. These concentrators are bulky and
cumbersome for integration with such devices. In addition, the spot size at the focal plane
is diffraction limited. Considering the fact that resonant antennas present effective
apertures that are commonly much larger than their physical aperture and that their ports
at which the signal concentrates can be made much smaller than a wavelength, resonant
antennas can be used to concentrate the IR energy into a very small area. InGaAsSb is
shown to provide a low bandgap energy level of 0.52 eV which is suitable for
photovoltaic and photoconducting applications in the NIR region. This band-gap energy
level corresponds to energy of a photon at 130 THz. Hence such a material has a cut-off
wavelength of 2.4 μm, i.e. the bulk material conductivity is expected to be very low at
frequencies below 130 THz. The center of the band at which the material (InGaAsSb)
assumes its maximum quantum efficiency occurs at approximately 1.67 μm which
corresponds to 180 THz [67]. This center frequency will be used as the optimal resonant
frequency for the antenna.
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Figure 3.2: Dielectric constant and conductivity of InGaAsSb.
To calculate the equivalent impedance of InGaAsSb with a specific dimension as
the antenna load, the constitutive parameters of InGaAsSb as a function of frequency are
needed. The relative permittivity and conductivity of InGaAsSb from 100 THz to 300
THz is shown in Fig. 3.2 [68]. As shown the real part of the relative dielectric constant is
approximately 16 and its variation with frequency (beyond the cut-off frequency) is
rather gentle. However, the material conductivity (extracted from the imaginary part of
the complex dielectric constant), which is proportional to absorption, is a strong function
of frequency and assumes high values only after the cut-off frequency near 126 THz. At
the desired frequency of 180 THz, the conductivity of InGaAsSb is ~ 1.5 × 104 [S/m] and
the corresponding skin depth is 419 nm.
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Figure 3.3: Bowtie antenna structure in one plane.
The proposed bowtie antenna structure is shown in Fig. 3.3. The integrated
antenna load is placed in the middle between two small metallic electrodes. The
equivalent circuit of InGaAsSb load can be represented by a conductance (GInGaAsSb) and
a susceptance (BInGaAsSb) connected in parallel. Both parameters can simply be modeled
by GInGaAsSb = σInGaAsSb∙A/H and BInGaAsSb = jωε0εInGaAsSb∙A/H where A is the area of the
electrode and H is the separation between the two electrodes. The expected size of the
antenna at 180 THz is on the order of hundreds of nanometers; hence the size of the load
at the antenna port falls into tens of nanometer scale. This tiny InGaAsSb load shows
high capacitance and resistance despite its relatively high conductivity. Both the center
frequency and the equivalent impedance of the InGaAsSb load affect the bowtie antenna
geometry.
Considering the fabrication constraints, the metallic wings of the bowtie antenna
are patterned over a thin flat sheet on which a small block of InGaAsSb with appropriate
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dimensions is grown. All metallic traces in the simulations are modeled by the Drude
formula for conductors. Using gold, a plasma frequency of 2,080 THz and the scattering
coefficient of 55 × 1012 [s-1] are used in the Drude model [5]. The geometric parameters
of the antenna are denoted as follows: the length of the bowtie antenna including its
terminals is L, the end width of the bowtie antenna is represented by W, the angle of the
bowtie antenna is α, the thickness of the gold is T (set to 10 nm), the height of the
InGaAsSb load is H, and the length of the InGaAsSb load having a square cross section is
l.
As mentioned before, the load resistance of a very thin InGaAsSb load is rather
high due to the very small lateral dimensions of the load (comparable to the size of the
bowtie antenna terminals). These high input impedance values cannot easily be matched
to the traditional 73 Ω dipole antennas. Noting that linear antennas can present an antiresonance behavior at a frequency slightly above the series resonance, the antenna length
is chosen to be larger than λ/2. For this mode the input resistance of the antenna is very
large (an order of kΩs). To match the input resistance of the antenna to the load
resistance at the center frequency (180 THz), the angle of the bowtie antenna can be
adjusted. This parameter also affects the antenna bandwidth. It is noted here that the
higher the antenna input resistance, the smaller the bandwidth. Hence it is desirable to
reduce the load resistance as much as possible. Since the material conductance is fixed,
the value of this resistance is determined by the load length and height. The maximum
length is limited by the maximum antenna terminal size and the minimum load height is
limited by the material growth technique. Herein, the dimension of the load is fixed to 30
nm × 30 nm × 30 nm which is compatible with epitaxial growth fabrication process. To
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design the structure, first the antenna should be designed and characterized without
considering the effect of the load. This can be done by de-embedding the capacitance at
the antenna terminals from the input impedance of the bowtie antenna where the load is
placed [29]. This way the intrinsic input impedance of the bowtie antenna is calculated.

3.2.1 Maximum Power Transfer
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Figure 3.4: Input impedance of bowtie antenna loaded with an air gap(dashed line) and
bowtie antenna intrinsic input impedance(solid line) with L = 605 nm, W =
160 nm, α = 30°, H = 30 nm, and l = 30 nm.
In Fig. 3.4, the parallel resonance (anti-resonance) behavior of the intrinsic input
impedance of the bowtie antenna is shown. Here L is chosen to be 605 nm to achieve a
center frequency of 180 THz. The rest of the dimensions are set as follows: W = 160 nm,
α = 30°, and H = l = 30 nm. The solid line shows the intrinsic impedance of the bowtie
antenna where the resistance at the parallel resonance is shown to be around 1.9 kΩ. This
input resistance value is optimized by varying α, the bowtie antenna angle, and is
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determined from the load dimension and material conductivity. It should also be
mentioned that the parallel resonance of the bowtie antenna, where gold is modeled by
Drude formula, shows a reasonable effective wavelength scaling due to the plasmonic
effect of metals at IR bands and above. 605 nm-length PEC bowtie antenna would have
its computed parallel resonance at ~ 264 THz, whereas the same antenna made with gold
(using the Drude model) shows its parallel resonance at ~ 156 THz. This corresponds to a
wavelength scaling factor of 1.69 (λeff = λ/1.69) which is a consistent with the
phenomenon reported in [12].

Figure 3.5: Equivalent circuit of the bowtie antenna loaded with InGaAsSb load in
receiving mode.
For the maximum power transfer, Gbowtie is set equal to GInGaAsSb which is
obtained from: Rbowtie = H/(σInGaAsSb∙A). This value is 1.9 kΩ at 180 THz, using σInGaAsSb
= 1.5∙104 [S/m], H = 30 nm, and l = ~ 30 nm. Though the high resistance of InGaAsSb
load can be matched by the high input resistance of the parallel resonance mode of the
bowtie nanoantenna, the capacitance of the InGaAsSb block has not been taken into
consideration yet. The effect of the load capacitance can easily be studied using the
equivalent circuit model of the bowtie antenna together with the InGaAsSb load (30 nm ×
30 nm × 30 nm) as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Input impedance of the bowtie antenna loaded with the InGaAsSb load (solid
line with dots), and input impedance of the bowtie antenna loaded with the
InGaAsSb load and a shunt ideal inductor having inductance of 0.12 pH
(dashed line), and bowtie antenna intrinsic input impedance (solid line).
The load capacitance that appears in parallel with the parallel LC equivalent
circuit of the antenna reduces the resonant frequency. This effect is shown in Fig. 3.6
(solid line with dots) where the input impedance of the bowtie antennas loaded with
InGaAsSb load is plotted. The peak at resonance is shifted down to 115 THz. At this
frequency the load resistance is significantly higher than the designed value of 1.9 KΩ
due to its low conductivity. Also the antenna at the new resonant frequency shows
significantly lower input resistance. These perturb the impedance matching and the
maximum power transfer condition. To shift the parallel resonance back to 180 THz, the
bowtie antenna length can be shortened to resonate at a much higher frequency than 180
THz so that the combined inductive reactance of the antenna can cancel out the capacitive
reactance of the load at the desired frequency. However, as shown in Figure 3.6, the input
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resistance at a frequency much lower than the resonance frequency is significantly lower
than the input impedance of the antenna at the intrinsic resonance. In this case, the input
resistance of the antenna shows a much lower resistance, 0.9 kΩ at 115 THz than 1.9 kΩ
at 180 THz. For maximum power transfer at the lower resonance, a smaller load
resistance (larger area or lower thickness) will be required. It should be noted that at
lower frequencies the material conductivity is significantly reduced, and therefore the
required load area does not scale with frequency. In addition, the larger load area will
also increase the capacitance which in turn further reduces the resonant frequency. Thus
matching at 180 THz, by simply varying the load dimensions, is impossible. Hence the
antenna size scaling approach cannot satisfy the maximum power transfer condition for
the parallel resonance mode at 180 THz. An alternative approach is proposed by
introducing a reactive load as an additional parameter to facilitate the maximum power
transfer for a load with prescribed dimensions. Basically, a shunt inductance to
compensate for the capacitance of InGaAsSb load at 180 THz is introduced. To
determine the value of the shunt inductive reactance, the accurate capacitance value of
the load must be determined. Fringing effects of the InGaAsSb load (30 nm × 30 nm × 30
nm) are taken into account in a full-wave simulation. It is shown that an inductive load
with an equivalent inductance of 0.12 pH is required. In Figure 3.6, the input impedance
of the bowtie antenna loaded with the InGaAsSb load in parallel with an ideal inductor
having an inductance value of 0.12 pH is also shown. As observed, the parallel resonance
is shifted back to the desired frequency, 180 THz. Also the combined resistance value
shown is almost half of the intrinsic antenna input resistance which indicates a perfect
impedance match and the fulfillment of the maximum power transfer condition. To
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implement this inductance for the bowtie antenna structure, an open-ended transmission
line stub connected to the InGaAsSb load in shunt is proposed.

3.2.2 Open-ended Transmission Line Stub

Figure 3.7: Open-ended transmission line connected in shunt with the InGaAsSb load.
In Fig. 3.7, an open-ended parallel strip transmission line is connected to the top
and bottom of the load electrodes. An open-ended transmission line, instead of a shortcircuited stub, is used to avoid short circuiting the DC voltage of the InGaAsSb p-n
junction for TPV application. To estimate the length of the open-ended transmission line
which realizes the required inductance, the effective wavelength at the center frequency
should be determined.
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Figure 3.8: Magnitude of complex electric field on a plane between the two strips of the
transmission line for a plane wave illumination at 180 THz.
This is done by simulating the standing-wave pattern on a long open stub
connected to the bowtie antenna that is illuminated by a co-polarized plane wave. The
standing wave pattern on the line can be used to find the propagation constant or the
effective wavelength of the line [69]. The simulation shown in Fig. 3.8 uses an 800 nmlong open-ended transmission line. As shown in this figure the peak to peak separation is
about 270 nm, indicating the effective wavelength of 540 nm at 180 THz. To obtain an
inductive reactance from the open-ended stub, its length should be larger than a quarter
wavelength.
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3.2.3 Field Enhancement at the terminals of the bowtie antenna
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Figure 3.9: Field enhancement at the center of the InGaAsSb load versus the stub length
as a function of frequency.
For an incident plane wave with field intensity of 1 V/m, the electric field
intensity at the antenna terminals is plotted in Fig. 3.9. The field enhancement, the ratio
between the electric field intensity at the antenna terminals and the incident electric field
intensity is plotted versus the stub length as a function of frequency. A very short open
stub with 20 nm shows a voltage peak near 115 THz which is expected as the
uncompensated load capacitance lowers the resonance to ~ 115 THz. The load resistance
is much higher than the resistance of the antenna which results in a higher gap voltage,
nearly equal to open-circuit voltage. Also, as expected from the analysis of the openended transmission line, the bowtie antenna shunt with a 140 nm open stub (longer than
the quarter wavelength in the parallel strip line) shows the peak at near 180 THz. For this
stub length the field enhancement is approximately 23.5 which is almost half the field
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enhancement value observed for the antenna with the shortest stub. The fact that the
voltage at the terminals of a matched antenna is half of the open-circuit voltage
demonstrates that two necessary conditions for the impedance matching between the load
and the antenna are fulfilled. The first is that the antenna input resistance is almost equal
to the resistance of the load at the desired resonant frequency 180 THz. The second is that
the inductance of the 140 nm stub compensates for the load capacitance at 180 THz.

3.2.4 Absorption Efficiency
To examine the efficiency improvement of the tiny TPV cell at the terminals of
the bowtie antenna compared to a bulk TPV cell, the absorption efficiency is simulated.
An infinite slab of bulk InGaAsSb is compared with an infinite array of bowtie antennas
loaded with the InGaAsSb load (30 nm × 30 nm × 30 nm).

Figure 3.10: Unit cell (950 nm × 610 nm) of the bowtie antenna for infinite array.

These simulations are carried out using the periodic boundary condition for a unit
cell (950 nm × 610 nm) using a FEM full-wave simulation tool as shown in Fig. 3. 10. In
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this simulation the area of the unit cell is set to be the effective area of the bowtie antenna
and the samples are illuminated by a vertically polarized plane wave at a normal
incidence. The field enhancement for the infinite array of the antennas is shown as 23.5
which is identical to the value of a single antenna case. This fact physically shows that
the unit cell size corresponds to the effective area of the bowtie antenna. The percentage
of the absorbed power is calculated for each case and plotted as an absorption efficiency.
Note that the DC power generation is directly proportional to the absorbed power by the
semiconductor.

Figure 3.11: Absorption efficiency of InGaAsSb slab as a function of the slab thicknesses
from 500 nm to 4000 nm.
In Fig. 3.11, the absorption efficiency of a 2 ~ 3 micron-thick InGaAsSb block is
shown to saturate at around 65%. This is mainly due to the impedance mismatch between
air and the slab of InGaAsSb. The thickness of the dielectric layer is chosen to be larger
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than multiple skin depths and hence it practically can be viewed as a semi-infinite lossy
dielectric medium.

Figure 3.12: Absorption efficiency of bowtie antenna loaded InGaAsSb block (30 nm ×
30 nm × 30 nm) with and without a back metallic reflector.
The simulation results for the absorption efficiency of the infinite array of bowtie
antennas are shown in Fig. 3.12. Here an absorption efficiency of only 38% at the
resonance is shown. This level is low due to that the antennas scatter significant amounts
of energy in the forward direction. For a fair comparison with the semi-infinite InGaAsSb
layer, the forward-scattered energy must be redirected back to the array. By placing a
metallic reflector located at a quarter-wave behind the array the forward scattered wave
can also be captured by the antenna array. The absorption efficiency of the array with the
metallic reflector behind the array is also shown in Fig. 3.12 where ~ 95% absorption
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efficiency is demonstrated. The higher absorption efficiency of the antenna array verifies
that high efficiency of the antenna and the maximum power transfer between the load and
the antenna. Also lower material usage and flexible implementation using the antenna
design provides additional advantages to be used for a compact TPV system. Also in a
TPV system, a finite number of antennas can be arranged to obtain a desired voltage or
current outputs.

3.2.5 Radiation Efficiency
In this section the radiation efficiency of the antenna is present to examine the
ratio of power loss in the metallic traces of the antenna to the power absorbed in the
InGaAsSb load. The radiation efficiency of the bowtie antenna is computed as the ratio of
total power radiated to the power delivered to the antenna terminals. It is found that the
radiation efficiency of the antenna made from 10 nm-thick gold is about 70% at its
parallel resonance. It is also interesting to note that the radiation efficiency of the bowtie
antenna at its series resonance (the first resonance) is merely about 30%. This is another
reason for operating the antenna at its parallel resonant mode. To increase the efficiency
of the antenna, the thickness of the gold traces can be increased. Increasing the metal
thickness leads to a slightly lower wavelength scaling factor or equivalently longer
bowtie for resonance at 180 THz. This also leads to a lower input impedance for which
the load size must be adjusted. Two additional simulations for metal thickness values of
15 nm and 20 nm are carried out. The antenna with 15 nm metal thickness shows an
improved radiation efficiency of 75% and efficiency of the antenna with 20 nm metal
thickness reaches up to 80% efficiency. Both are at the parallel resonance (~ 180 THz).
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3.3 Array Design
As mentioned before, a bowtie antenna loaded with InGaAsSb can be considered
as a tiny block of a TPV system which can be configured to generate a desired DC
current or voltage. The value of the DC current and/or voltage can be controlled by
properly making series and/or parallel connections of the cells. The length of the
connecting traces in series or parallel should be in such a way as not to perturb the IR
performance of the adjacent antennas. A narrow metallic trace is used to connect the two
ends of adjacent bowtie antennas in the middle of the base of the metallic triangle where
the current distribution is null at the resonance. The optimization of the length of the
connecting traces is guided by inspecting the standing wave pattern along the trace.
Choosing a proper length creates a current standing wave pattern with minima at the end
of all bowtie antennas in the array. It should be noted that the field enhancement value at
the terminals of an antenna component in this array is the same value (~ 23.5) as that of
an isolated antenna.
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Figure 3.13: The series and its parallel array configuration of the bowtie antennas and the
field distribution calculated from the tangential H field on the gold surfaces.
In the configuration shown in Fig. 3.13, the optimized length of the gold trace
between the antennas in series is found to be around 360 nm. This length supports a
current standing wave distribution over the antennas that is identical to the current
distribution of an isolated antenna. The length of the connecting trace for parallel
configuration is set to be 720 nm at each vertical and horizontal side. Again the lengths of
these traces are chosen to support a standing wave to maintain a null current at the end of
the bowties. We also chose the segment lengths to set a null current at the bends to
minimize their radiation, and set the desired horizontal separation between the adjacent
series elements. The number of connected TPV cells in series and parallel can be chosen
in order to satisfy the required DC voltage and current from the TPV panel.
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3.4 Conclusion
A bowtie antenna loaded with a nanometer-size (30 nm × 30 nm × 30 nm) low
bandgap InGaAsSb block is designed for the maximum power transfer between the
antenna and the load. This efficient antenna integrated with the thin semiconductor load
can be used for an efficient and flexible TPV cell. The frequency dependent high
impedance of the semiconductor load at IR frequencies is matched to the input
impedance of the bowtie antenna. To achieve the input impedance match at the desired
frequency, the bowtie antenna is designed to operate at its anti-resonance mode where a
high input resistance can be achieved. The nanometer-size load dimensions are adjusted
to match the input resistance and the high capacitance of the load is compensated by a
shunt open transmission line stub. The dimensions of the antenna, the load, and the
inductive open stub are optimized for maximum power transfer at the desired band near
180 THz where the quantum efficiency of the semiconductor is maximum.
At the desired band, the optimized antenna loaded with an InGaAsSb block shows
a field enhancement on the order of ~ 23.5 (27.4 dB) at its terminals. Also, the absorption
efficiency of an infinite array of the optimized bowtie antennas, backed by a metallic
reflector located at a quarter-wave behind the array, is ~ 95% which is 50% higher than
the absorption efficiency of a thick layer of the bulk InGaAsSb. In addition the design of
series and parallel array configurations for achieving the desired DC voltage and current
output is considered. Antenna elements are connected by resonant segments of metallic
traces at the base of the adjacent bowtie antennas to form different connection
configurations without adversely affecting the IR performance of the antenna elements.
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In practice, a dense array (~ 106 antenna elements) of tiny bowtie antenna loaded
with InGaAsSb TPV cell can be integrated into a mm-sized TPV system. Also a thin
flexible/conformal implementation of such an IR photovoltaic conversion unit can be
used for power scavenging from heat sources; for example, from electronic circuits or
spacecraft thrusters for deep space missions.
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Chapter 4
Gold Bowtie Antenna Topology
for Uncooled Infrared Detector with Enhanced Sensitivity

In this chapter the same topology of gold bowtie antenna which is operated at its
anti-parallel resonance and loaded with a small low-bandgap (Eg = 0.52 eV) indium
gallium arsenide antimonide (InGaAsSb) p-n junction is utilized and its application for a
highly sensitive IR detector is studied. The sensitivity improvement of a proposed IR
detector using the antenna is evaluated against the traditional bulk detector. The effective
area of the bowtie antenna and the field enhancement at the terminals of the antenna are
used for analyzing the sensitivity improvement.

4.1 Introduction
Traditional IR detector utilizes anti-reflection coating to eliminate impedance
mismatch between the air and the high index semiconductor material [70]. This enhances
the absorption and provide some limited improvement in the signal-to-noise. It is well
known that the performance of conventional infrared detectors is limited by the
absorption coefficient of the active semiconductor material and that the performance is
improved if thicker layer of the semiconductor is used for materials with low absorption
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coefficients [63]. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio or sensitivity, antenna-coupled
detectors where the antenna is mounted at the boundary between the surrounding media
and the active material have been studied [14, 34, 71, 72]. The antenna utilizing the
surface plasmonic effect of the metals at optical frequencies, collects the incoming signal
into a small volume of the active material [14]. The enhanced field confined near the
antenna terminals can reduce the required thickness of the active area. This reduction of
the active region lowers the dark current which in turn increases the signal-to-noise ratio
of the detector. The enhanced sensitivity can be attributed to the effective area of the
antenna which is much larger than the physical area of the antenna and the area of
coupled field concentration [72]. A recent study related to the antenna-mounted detector
using metal-oxide-metal diodes has been predicted to give Noise Equivalent Power (NEP)
of 1.53 nW and Detectivity (D*) of about 2.15 × 106 cm Hz1/2 W-1 [72]. Also an
experimental study of the antenna-mounted detector operating in room temperature and
zero bias is reported in [73, 74] where it has been reported that the device can provide
SNR of 626, NEP of 4.11 nW, and D* of 1.91 × 105 cm Hz1/2 W-1. It has also been shown
that the noise from the structure is mainly due to Johnson noise. These devices were not
optimized for maximum power transfer from the load to the antenna through impedance
matching mainly due to the fact that the load impedance of such materials with low
absorption efficiency is very high. It is noted that the detectivity and SNR can be
improved significantly if the antenna could be matched to the detector at its terminals.
Another issue with antenna-mounted detectors is the difficulty associated with signal pick
up in such a way not to disturb the antenna performance. As a method to solve the
problem, a focal planar array of the bowtie antennas can be built and metallic connections
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among the antennas can be engineered. This focal planar array of the antenna load with
InGaAsSb block can realize a sensitive uncooled near-IR detector. Additionally
polarization dependence of the antenna can equip the traditional IR detector with
polarization sensitivity feature [72]. By connecting different polarized antennas in an IR
detector system, an IR polarimetric system also can be realized.
In this section, a resonant bowtie antenna match-loaded with a low bandgap
semiconductor (InGaAsSb with a bandgap, Eg = 0.52 eV) at its anti-parallel resonance is
also considered. Different from referenced works, [73, 74], the realization of the
maximum power transfer through the optimized bowtie antenna using InGaAsSb material
could result in the maximized sensitivity improvement for the near-IR detector. The
detectivity of the IR detector which generally indicates its sensitivity is formulated. The
affecting parameters are the field enhancement and the absorption cross section of the
bowtie antenna loaded with InGaAsSb. The detectivity enhancement of the IR detector
using the bowtie antenna versus the bulk semiconductor IR detector is quantized for
general two cases of IR detectors: Johnson noise-limited detector and photon noiselimited detector.

4.2 Bowtie Antenna Integrated with InGaAsSb Block
Considering the fact that resonant antennas present an effective area that is
commonly much larger than their physical area and that they can concentrate the
collected power at a small area around their terminals, resonant antennas are ideal for
enhancing the detectivity of uncooled IR detectors. The same bowtie-shaped antenna
topology loaded with InGaAsSb is utilized for the IR detector application. The field
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enhancement and the corresponding sensitivity enhancement of the antenna occurs at 180
THz where the maximum quantum efficiency of InGaAsSb is shown.

Figure 4.1: Unit cell (950 nm × 610 nm) of the bowtie antenna for infinite array of IR
detector.
To compare the performance of the antenna loaded IR detector with the
conventional detectors, an infinite periodic array of the antenna loaded IR detectors is
examined against an infinite slab of the conventional detectors. The effective area of an
antenna in isolation is chosen as the area of the unit cell of the array which is equal to the
case of TPV, 950 nm × 610 nm. The same geometric setup for the periodic boundary as
shown in Fig. 4.1 is applied and this infinite array of the antenna also shows 23.5 of the
field enhancement on the InGaAsSb at 180 THz. This value of the field enhancement is
directly related to the sensitivity enhancement of IR detector in the following section.
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4.3 Sensitivity Comparison between Antenna-Loaded and Conventional IR Detectors
The analysis is aimed at determining the advantages of the nanometer size
InGaAsSb p-n junction block mounted at the terminals of the bowtie antenna over the
traditional IR photo-detector made from the same material. The expected sensitivity
enhancement pertains to the following three major factors: 1) field enhancement at the
terminals of the bowtie antenna (> 20), 2) the reduced surface area of the InGaAsSb p-n
junction, and 3) the antenna ability of maximum power transfer.

Figure 4.2: Optical area and detector area for a bulk InGaAsSb detector and an antenna
loaded IR detector.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates a simple schematic of a traditional p-n junction InGaAsSb IRdetector (with relatively large surface area ~ 40 μm × 40 μm) and the proposed loaded
tiny block (30 nm × 30 nm) of InGaAsSb photodiode on a bowtie antenna. For
comparison, the optical area (Ao) of the traditional IR detector, defined as the physical
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area where the bulk photodetector is exposed to near IR radiation, is chosen to be equal to
the antenna effective area. Note that the simulation uses the periodic boundary conditions
and thus the results are valid for much larger surface area. The active area of the
semiconductor (Ad) for the nanoantenna photodetector is merely 30 nm × 30 nm. The
impedance matched resonant bowtie antenna generates a field enhancement of the order
of approximately 23.5 in the InGaAsSb block which in turn increases the gain of photon
generation. At the same time the smaller active area of the photo-detector generates less
noise current and therefore it is expected that the detectivity of the proposed photodetector be significantly improved. Other advantages include design of detector arrays on
flexible membranes, high resolution focal plane array design (close to diffraction limit),
polarimetric sensing, ease of signal pickup, and ease of grouping elements in series or
parallel configuration.
Here we examine the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) advantage due to the field
enhancement and the size reduction of the active area of the InGaAsSb diode attached to
the bowtie antenna. In the example the ratio of Ao/Ad is almost 644 where Ao is the
effective area of the antenna modeled by a rectangle with dimensions 950 nm × 610 nm
and is Ad is 30 nm × 30 nm. The noise current of traditional photodetectors depends on
the dark current

and the photo-generated current

. Here isat is the reverse saturation current which scales with the area of
the detector Ad, q is the charge of an electron, K is Boltzmann constant, and T is the
temperature in Kelvin. Also η is the quantum efficiency (including the reflectance of the
detector). The photon flux density incident on the photodetector has unit of
photons/(cm2∙s). Φsig and Φb are respectively the photon flux densities from the signal and
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the background sources. By using the dark resistance of the diode at zero bias voltage,
given by
(4.1)
the reverse saturation current is found to be isat = kT/qR. The noise current generated in
the photodetector can be computed from [46]
(4.2)
where iD, isat, and ip represent, respectively, the contribution of the shot noise, the Johnson
noise, and the photon noise. Using expressions for the dark current, the reverse saturation
current, and the photo-generated current, the noise current is explicitly represented by
(4.3)
where Δf is the detector bandwidth. When Johnson noise is dominant, the detector is
considered as Johnson noise-limited detector and when the photon noise is dominant, the
detector is considered as the photon noise-limited detector. Thus for conditions where
Φsig ≪ Φb and under zero bias voltage (V = 0) we have
(4.4)
The first term is the well-known Johnson noise current. Note that this includes the
shot noise corresponding to zero bias voltage. The sensitivity of traditional photodetectors for this Johnson noise-limited case will be detailed.

4.3.1 Johnson noise-limited case
When Johnson noise is the dominant factor in detector's noise current, SNR can
be obtained from
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ηΦ

(4.5)
Δ

The kT/R term is proportional to the reverse saturation current which scales with
the detector area (since R is inversely proportional to Ad). Thus SNR scales with the
square root of the detector area which is equal to the physical area for the traditional
detectors. Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) is defined as the signal power (hc/λ∙Φsig∙Ad)
equal to the noise power corresponding to SNR of 1 and is given by
(4.6)

Hence NEP scales with the square root of the detector area since R is inversely
proportional to Ad which is equal to Ao. A figure of merit called Detectivity (D*) is often
used to compare different photo-detectors. This quantity is defined in such a way to
normalize the sensitivity (1/NEP) to a 1-cm2 area and 1-Hz detector bandwidth with a
unit of cm Hz1/2 W-1 [46]. Hence the detectivity for Johnson noise limited case can be
computed from
(4.7)
Since the detectivity is area independent, the sensitivity of the conventional
photo-detectors cannot be enhanced by changing the detector area. Considering the field
enhancement at the terminals of the antenna and noting that photon flux density is
proportional to the square of the field intensity, the photon flux density on the small
photo-detector is Φ'sig = Φsig∙g2 where g is the antenna field enhancement factor. This
equation assumes all photons captured by the effective area of the antenna are delivered
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to the antenna terminals. Surely even under impedance matching condition, a percentage
of the photons are scattered similar to the reflection of the photons from the bulk material.
Placing a reflector behind the antenna array at a distance equal to the odd integer multiple
of λ/4 reflects the forward scattered field and the array will absorb that component as well.
The calculation shows that the matched antenna array can absorb 95% if the incident
energy of which 25% is lost in metallic traces. Hence the overall power absorption is
slightly higher than 70%. Absorption efficiency of thick layer of InGaAsSb at normal
incidence is close to 60%. Thus we assume the scattered photons are accounted for in the
quantum efficiency and that the quantum efficiency for both cases are approximately the
same. As a result SNR of the detector within the bowtie antenna can be evaluated from
(4.8)

where R’ is the dark resistance of the diode at the antenna terminals which is inversely
proportional to Ad. SNR is proportional to the square of the antenna field enhancement
factor. In this case, it is noted that the incident energy is captured by the effective area of
the array (Ao) and the calculation of NEP and D* is shown as
(4.9)

Δ

(4.10)

Comparing (4.10) and (4.7), and noting that R'/R = Ao/Ad, it becomes clear that
the detectivity of photo-diode embedded in the antenna is improved by
the bowtie antenna considered here, with g = 23 and
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. For

= 1/25.38, the detectivity

can be improved by a factor of 20.85 which is almost similar to the field enhancement
factor. From this analysis, Johnson noise-limited detector has a quite significant
improvement of detectivity by implementing the antenna structure. It is noted that the
antenna structure implements a much smaller semiconductor material compared to the
bulky p-n junction semiconductor of the traditional IR detector.

4.3.2 Photon noise-limited case
In this case, the photon noise is the dominant factor in the noise current. Thus
equation (4.4) reduces to
(4.11)
The following SNR can be shown as
(4.12)
SNR for this case also scales with the square root of the detector area which is
equal to the physical area for the traditional detectors. NEP and the detectivity of the
conventional photodetector for photon noise-limited case are as follows:
(4.13)

(4.14)
(4.13) and (4.14) shows that NEP scales with the square root of the detector area and
detectivity is independent of the detector area.
For the photon-noise-limited case, SNR of the bowtie antenna photo detector can
also be computed easily and is given by
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(4.15)
Because the noise is also amplified by the enhancement factor of the bowtie antenna, the
SNR is linearly proportional to g, the antenna field enhancement factor. From which the
expressions for NEP and D* are obtained as:
(4.16)

(4.17)
Comparing (4.14) with (4.17) the improvement in the detectivity of photon noiselimited case is represented by

which approximately unity. This is due to the fact

that the source of the noise and signal are similar and the antenna cannot differentiate
them.

4.4 Focal Plane Array Design
As demonstrated, near IR detectors with substantially improved detectivity can be
designed over a very small area (950 nm × 610 nm) and therefore in principle very high
resolution focal plane array uncooled IR imagers can be realized. For most practical
applications the pixel area is on the order of tens of microns where a large number of
bowtie antennas can be accommodated. Bowtie antennas within each pixel can be
connected in series, parallel, or combination to adjust the desired output voltage and
current configuration. The chosen antenna configuration allows for such arrangements.
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Figure 4.3: 45°-titled array configuration of bowtie antennas illuminated with a vertical
and 45°-titled polarizations and the resulting current distributions (calculated
from the tangential H field on the gold surface).
In Fig. 4.3, thin traces of gold to connect the bowtie's ends accomplish this, but
the length of the thin traces must be adjusted in such a way as not to disturb the current
distribution on the antenna itself. If the length of the wires connecting antennas are
integer multiple of half the wavelength, the supported standing-wave current distribution
will support the original current distribution of isolated antenna. The connecting trace
between each bowtie antenna is set to 100 nm which preserves the required current
distribution on the antennas in each square ring. Also the length of the horizontal trace
which connects two adjacent 45°-tilted bowtie antenna square rings is set to 720 nm. The
current distribution in this case maintains a null at the bowtie end and a maximum at the
antenna terminals. Numerical simulations show the length of the line between two
successive nulls in a straight section is 720 nm and for a 90° bend is 100 nm. To
demonstrate this, we consider a pixel area 2.3 μm × 2.3 μm where 16 antenna elements
are configured to collect all incoming polarizations. It is obvious that in this configuration,
4 elements are in series and 4 of such combined elements are placed in parallel. In this
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case both the voltage and current from the detector array are multiplied by 4. Fig. 4.3
shows the current distributions on the antennas for a vertically polarized incident wave
where all elements are excited equally and a 45°-tilted linear polarization where only the
polarization aligned antenna elements are excited. The detected DC voltage and current
can easily be picked from the middle of the horizontal lines (at the null position of IR
current) without disturbing the IR current distributions on the antennas. It is also noted
that other array configurations can easily be designed where the elements are polarization
sensitive such vertical, horizontal, or even circular polarizations.

4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the utilization of the bowtie antenna loaded with the InGaAsSb for
the near IR detector is presented. Sensitivity improvement of an antenna-loaded detector
operating at near IR band is analyzed in terms of the field enhancement at the antenna
terminals and relevant antenna effective area. The performance of the bowtie antenna
loaded with InGaAsSb detector is compared to the conventional InGaAsSb detector using
the detectivity parameter. When the detector noise is dominated by Johnson noise
(thermal noise), it is shown that the detectivity of the antenna-loaded detector is improved
significantly by a factor equal to the antenna field enhancement factor, approximately 20.
Also a method for connecting many of such antennas in series, parallel, or combination of
the two is presented to configure a desired output voltage or current from the detector
array without affecting the performance of the constituent detector elements.
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Chapter 5
Cross Dipole Antenna Topology for an IR Polarimetric
Detector

Passive sensing using an infrared (IR) imagers can be improved substantially by
the provision of polarimetric measurements. By measuring the Stoke's vector of the IR
radiation as opposed to total power alone, much more information about the source of
emission can be gleaned. The modified Stoke's vector can be measured if the signal
intensity from independent polarizations are measured. The modified Stoke's vector is
given by,

(5.1)

In the modified Stoke's vector, S0 represents the power in the vertical polarization
and S1 represents the power in the horizontal polarization. Also S2 and S3 represent power
quantities that are measuring the coherence between the vertical and horizontal channels
and are proportional to the mean phase difference between the vertical and horizontal
channels [75]. At optical frequencies, measurement of phase is not possible but it is
possible to calculate three arguments from the measured response of a right-hand circular
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polarized (RHCP) and 45°-polarized antennas. Suppose that the emission is measured by
a RHCP antenna whose polarization vector is given by
(5.2)
Then the received power is proportional to

(5.3)
Now suppose that the emitted signal is measured by a 45°-polarized antenna with its
polarization vector
(5.4)
the received power is then given by

(5.5)
From the last two latter equations, S2 and S3 can be obtained from
(5.6)
To fully measure all the components of the Stoke's vector, an antenna which
measures circular polarized (CP) radiation is required. Thus an antenna topology for CP
operation is introduced in this chapter and the CP operation of the antenna topology is
demonstrated experimentally in the gigahertz (GHz) range. Then, the antenna topology is
applied for designing a CP antenna operating at the IR band, and its utilization for a
compact antenna-loaded polarimetric IR detector is presented.
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5.1 Cross Dipole Antenna Topology and its usage for Direction Finding
in the GHz range
5.1.1 Introduction
In this chapter an antenna topology capable of producing the CP wave at its
boresight in GHz frequency range is designed. CP radiation from this antenna operating
in the GHz range is first validated experimentally before moving to a CP antenna design
at the IR band. The proposed antenna topology is a cross dipole antenna instead of a
microstrip antenna. A microstrip antenna topology has often been used when CP antennas
are needed, such as in hand-held GPS devices, due to its low profile, light weight, and
easy integration into the circuit [76]. However microstrip CP antennas suffer from their
low axial ratio bandwidth. Because dipole antennas show a relatively broader bandwidth
than microstrip antennas, several studies have implemented dipole CP antennas to
achieve broader bandwidths and also wider beamwidths [77, 78, 79]. On the other hand,
CP antenna structures based on cross-dipole geometry have complex feed including 90°
phase shifter which usually requires multiple layers [77, 78, 79]. These features of current
dipole CP antennas result in its bulky architecture and multi-step fabrication process.
In this section, a compact cross dipole antenna where two perpendicular dipole
antennas in conjunction with two in-plane loops connecting the adjacent branches of the
two dipoles to achieve a single layer and a single feed CP antenna. This architecture is
easy to fabricate and the single layer of metallic traces of the antenna in conjunction with
a single port gives rise to polarization excited using a balanced transmission line. The
proposed antenna topology also has a polarization variation as a function of radiation
direction. Basically two perpendicular dipole antennas in the cross dipole topology
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radiate CP at the antenna boresight and distinct polarization at different directions except
for the plane that contains the cross dipole. Thus the cross dipole can be a base for an
antenna array to generate the unique polarization at any point in space. The measured
power at any point in space from which the altitude of the receiver with respect to the
antenna array using the cross dipoles can be determined. This feature can be used for
positioning and direction-finding where the current global positioning systems (GPS) are
not available [80].
The modern direction finding (DF) systems utilize the phase or amplitude of
incoming signals by multiple antennas to find the angle of arrival [81, 82]. DF systems
have utilized ESPRIT and MUSIC algorithms for multi-channel receiver systems and
Watson-Watt and Pseudo-Doppler algorithms for single channel receiver systems [83, 84,
85]. In such DF systems, the multiple numbers of the antenna units give rise to a large
physical size which is not viable for mobile or vehicle-mounted devices. Also the
coupling among antennas results in ambiguity in finding the direction of incoming signals
[86]. Due to the difficulties in realizing an accurate and compact DF system using
multiple numbers of antennas, antennas having a unique mapping between a polarization
state and a propagation direction can be used for a compact DF application. The
polarization characteristic of the antenna could significantly simplify an algorithm for DF
which traditionally requires the covariance matrix calculation and calibration between
multiple antennas of the system. A DF algorithm here utilizes the amplitude and phase
information from one horizontal and vertical dipole of a receiver and matches a
polarization state of the wave measured at the receiver to the polarization map of the
cross dipole antennas (the transmitter). The unique polarization at a specific arbitrary
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azimuth and elevation angle allows for the receiver to calculate its angular coordinate
with respect to the cross dipole antennas. The polarization state of the cross dipole
antenna can be represented by the tilt (ψ) and ellipticity (χ) angles of the polarization
ellipse and the receiver can use ψ and χ to estimate θ and ϕ. A unidirectional version of
the cross dipole topology is fabricated and a balun structure is utilized for ease of feeding
with a coaxial line. The measured S-parameters, axial ratio, radiation pattern are
measured and compared with the simulation results.

5.1.2 Cross Dipole Antenna Structure

Figure 5.1: CP cross dipole antenna.
In Fig. 5.1, a CP antenna design is shown using a cross dipole with two 90° phase
shift lines which are placed on the same plane. This feature makes this antenna more
compact and its fabrication easier. Also, the single feeding point is needed to achieve a
CP radiation at the antenna boresight. The lines are shaped as ellipses and are connected
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at the terminals of each vertical and horizontal dipole with 90° phase difference. The
placement of the ellipses in the first and third quadrants, or the second and fourth
quadrant of the cross dipole structure can produce RHCP or LHCP respectively. The
length of the phase shifter and the length of each vertical and horizontal dipole are
optimized so that a perfect CP at the antenna boresight is achieved at 1.0 GHz. Also, the
inductive coupling from the phase line can be utilized for an impedance matching
element when this antenna is loaded with a semiconductor p-n junction for IR
applications. In Fig. 5. 1, the vertical length (V) is 142.5 mm and the horizontal length (H)
is 139.8 mm. The gap size (g) for feeding vertical dipoles is set as 10.0 mm and the width
of the traces is 3 mm. The major axis of the ellipse for the phase line is 16 mm. In the
antenna design procedures, the length of the vertical antenna alone is set to realize the
resonance at 1.0 GHz, and the same length for the horizontal dipole is also chosen. Then
the length for the ellipses for the phase shift is optimized to provide 90° phase difference
between the far-field of Eθ and Eϕ at the boresight. Finally, the length of the horizontal
dipole is decreased to achieve the same magnitude of Eθ and Eϕ at the boresight. The final
antenna design is depicted in Fig. 5.1. This design realizes the perfect LHCP where the
magnitudes of Eθ and Eϕ are equal, and the phase difference between both perpendicular
field components is positive 90° at the boresight.

5.1.2.1 Polarization Map
At resonance, the relative difference between azimuth (ϕ) and elevation (θ)
components of the electric field in the far-field region of the cross dipole antenna is
defined in (5.3). The formulas for tilt (ψ) and ellipticity (χ) angles of polarization ellipse
are represented by (5.4).
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The polarization map represented by ψ and χ as a function of ϕ and θ angles are
calculated and shown in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Polarization map of CP cross dipole antenna.
In the ellipticity map, the red peak (+45°) at the forward direction shows LHCP
and the blue peak (-45°) at the backward direction shows RHCP. At ϕ = 90°, zero χ
indicates the linear polarization. For better understanding, Fig. 5. 3 (a) illustrates the
perfect LHCP at the boresight of the antenna and the linear polarization in the plane of
the cross dipole antenna.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Illustration of polarization status at (a) the y-z plane and (b) the x-z plane
(red-colored and blue-colored shapes indicate LHCP and RHCP respectively).
The symmetry of the antenna along the axes of θ = +45° and ϕ = 90° or θ = 135°
and ϕ = -90° results in the same polarization state at the opposite side along those axes.
Also the unique polarization property at an arbitrary propagation direction with only
ambiguities along the z axis at the x-z plane is shown in Fig. 5. 3 (b). Thus a vertical and
horizontal-polarized field radiated from two units of the cross dipoles at any far-field
region can be converted to a specific propagation direction from the cross dipole antenna.
As a result, direction-finding from the position of the cross dipole antennas can be
achieved.
Also Fig. 5.4 also, shows the radiation pattern of the proposed CP antenna at 1.0
GHz which has an isotropic radiation (no radiation null) at the x-y and the x-z plane. This
feature is also useful for tracking a target without considering azimuth and elevation
angle dependence.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: A comparison between radiation pattern (gain) for the cross dipole antenna
and a half-wave dipole antenna at (a) x-y plane as a function of phi (ϕ) and (b)
x-z plane as a function of theta (θ).
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5.1.3 Antenna Measurement
5.1.3.1 Balun for Feeding

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) The CP cross dipole antenna using a balun structure in simulation and (b)
the fabricated antenna.
For a feeding structure of the perfect CP cross dipole antenna, a balanced feed is
required. A balanced excitation for the antenna is realized by a balun structure. Also, a
ground plane to prevent the effect of the feeding line on the radiation of the antenna is
used. Fig. 5.5 (a) shows the antenna structure with the balun structure in a simulation tool
and Fig. 5.5 (b) shows its fabricated version. The antenna structure is patterned on a
substrate, Rogers 4003 (εr = 3.55) which stabilize the position of antenna structure.
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Figure 5.6: The CP cross dipole antenna structure using the balun structure in simulation.
Dimension of the antenna structure on the substrate is optimized to achieve a
perfect CP at 2.58 GHz. Fig. 5.6 shows a top view of the cross dipole antenna structure
mounted on the Rogers 4003 substrate with a width (W) and a side view of the antenna
with a balun structure which covers the feeding coaxial cable. The length of the balun (L)
is set 36.5 mm and the diameter of the stub (D) is set 9.65 mm. The antenna structure is
patterned on the 60-mil (δ) thick and 73.25 mm (W) wide substrate. The vertical length of
the dipole (V) is 43.4 mm and the horizontal length of the dipole (H) of the cross dipole
antenna is 45 mm. The gap size (g) for feeding the vertical dipole is set 2.34 mm and the
width of the traces is 1.5 mm. The diameter of inner and outer core of the coaxial line is
chosen as 0.9 mm and 3.56 mm, respectively. The balun using a copper cylindrical tube
with the same length of the coaxial cable covers the coaxial feeding line. The tip of the
tube is connected to the one of the antenna's metallic traces which is also connected to the
inner core of the coaxial cable. The open termination at the tip of the balun due to its
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quarter wavelength from the ground plane (short termination) suppresses current flow
along the surface of the outer core of the coaxial cable.

5.1.3.2 Measurement Result
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Figure 5.7: S11 of the CP cross dipole antenna using the balun structure in simulation and
fabricated antenna.
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Figure 5.8: Axial ratio of the CP cross dipole antenna using the balun structure in
simulation and fabricated antenna.
Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the S11 and the axial ratio of the antenna in simulation
and measurement. The resonance of the measured S11 at 2.6 GHz is shown as expected
from the simulation. The Fig. 5.8 shows that zero dB axial ratio at 2.58 GHz and 6.2% of
the 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth for both measured and simulated data. The measurement
result shows another S11 resonance and zero dB point of the axial ratio below 2.4 GHz
due to the finite size of the ground plane of the fabricated antenna.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Radiation pattern (normalized gain) of the antenna of in measurement and
simulation of (a) x-y plane as a function of phi(ϕ) and (b) x-z plane as a
function of theta (θ) at 2.58 GHz.
Fig. 5.9 shows the simulated and measured radiation pattern of a RHCP cross
dipole antenna and both patterns are matched correspondingly. A slight asymmetry of the
LHCP pattern along both theta (θ) and phi (ϕ) direction can be understood by a slight
asymmetry of current excitation to the feed gap of the antenna. The maximum of RHCP
pattern and distinct suppression of LHCP at the boresight mean that the perfect RHCP
wave is radiated along the forward propagating direction of the antenna. This measured
radiation pattern using the planar cross dipole antenna topology verifies the functionality
of the antenna in terms of CP wave generation and detection.
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5.2 Antenna-Loaded IR Polarimetry System
5.2.1 Introduction
Imaging polarimetry can measure the polarization status of the emitted field from
a scene in addition to the intensity and color which traditional imagers can detect. The
polarization information related to the vector nature of the optical wave can show the
surface roughness, the shading of target material and the distinct contrast image which
are uncorrelated with the intensity and color [87]. To describe the polarization state of an
arbitrarily polarized signal, the full Stoke's vector of the signal should be measured, but
characterization of the fourth element (S3) of the vector related to CP has been a
challenge. The linear polarization imaging which achieves parts of the Stoke's vector (S0,
S1, and S2) have been realized in the visible to long-wave IR range [88, 89, 90]. However
CP sensitive imaging which commonly utilizes linear polarizers integrated with
birefringent quarter-wave plates cannot be implemented easily [91]. This is due to the
fact that fabricating the quarter-wave plate for detecting CP wave is quite challenging in a
microscale or nanoscale. Instead of using the birefringent polarization plate, the dielectric
grating or metallic grating in conjunction with the linear polarizer to detect CP wave has
been demonstrated [92, 93, 94, 95]. Antenna elements such as cross-shaped dipoles,
apertures, patch antennas, L-shaped antennas, and spiral grating are used to realize the
birefringence [28, 96, 97, 98, 91, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. Also, the antenna
prototype of the spiral shape for CP wave detection was introduced at the IR band [105,
106]. As claimed by previous research, devices to convert the linear polarization to the
perfect CP in the optical or IR band are necessary to realize a full Stoke's vector imager.
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In this section, the cross dipole antenna topology for the perfect CP wave
generation in microwave range is applied for designing a CP antenna topology at the IR
band. The CP antenna at the IR band utilizes a tapered-bowtie shape instead of the dipole
shape in the GHz range. Generally, multiple circular or rectangular turns from the spiralshaped antenna for CP generation are required. However, in this case, the cross dipole
antenna using the bowtie shape of the antenna is easier for fabrication and can be realized
as a more compact device. The proposed crossed bowtie CP antenna also utilizes the
InGaAsSb p-n junction on its terminals. For the CP detection at the IR band, the antenna
measures the component of CP from any polarized incident wave and the DC power
generated from InGaAsSb block due to the field enhancement can be used to determine
the magnitude of CP component of the wave. The direct conversion from the field
enhancement to DC current using the semiconductor material can provide significant
advantage for measuring the polarization state of the IR incident wave. Otherwise, the
birefringent material and antenna structures without being loaded with a semiconductor
p-n junction require extra detecting instruments such as spectrometers or cameras for the
same purpose.
In this section, the optimization of the crossed bowtie antenna to generate the
perfect CP at 180 THz is presented. The resonance conditions of the antenna for
generating CP wave at its boresight and the maximum power transfer between the
antenna and the InGaAsSb load are discussed. For an IR polarimetry system, a
conceptual focal-plane array which contains vertical, horizontal, 45°-tilted, and RHCP
antennas is introduced. This proposed focal-plane array can be used for a compact
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polarization imaging system where the Stoke's vector of any polarized IR wave is fully
characterized.

5.2.2 IR Cross Dipole Antenna Structure
A cross tapered-bowtie antenna to realize the perfect CP is designed at the IR
spectrum. Similar to the antenna built in the GHz range, the IR CP antenna consists of a
vertical, a horizontal bowtie antenna and two ellipses for creating a 90° phase shift. Also,
all metallic traces for the antenna structure are modeled by Drude formula of gold at IR
regime. In addition, the dimension of the InGaAsSb block at the terminals of the antenna
is fixed to 30 nm × 30 nm × 30 mm. Firstly, the vertical tapered-bowtie's length without
being loaded with InGaAsSb block is designed. Because the antenna should be
characterized without considering the effect of the load, a vacuum is loaded at the
terminals of the antenna. Later, the intrinsic input impedance of the bowtie antenna is
calculated by de-embedding the capacitance of the vacuum (30nm × 30nm × 30nm) from
the simulated input impedance of the antenna.
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Figure 5.10: Tapered-bowtie antenna geometry for vertical polarization.
Fig. 5.10, shows the tapered-bowtie antenna of 510 nm length (L) and W = 164
nm, H = l = 30 nm, and T = 10 nm.
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Figure 5.11: Input impedance (Rin + jXin) of the tapered-bowtie antenna loaded with
vacuum and the intrinsic input impedance (Rbowtie + jXbowtie) of the antenna
(vacuum is de-embedded).
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The vertical tapered-bowtie antenna provides the first parallel resonance of its deembedded input impedance at 180 THz as shown in Fig. 5.11. This resonant frequency is
optimum for operation in the band where the quantum efficiency of InGaAsSb load is
maximum. The solid line shows the intrinsic impedance of the antenna where the
resistance at the parallel resonance is shown to be around 2.77 kΩ. Based on the vertical
antenna dimension, the horizontal bowtie and the length of the ellipses for the phase shift
are optimized. Mainly, the target for the optimization is to achieve the perfect CP
operation at 180 THz and at the antenna boresight.

Figure 5.12: CP cross tapered bowtie antenna structure and its dimensions.
In the optimization procedure, the length of the ellipse and the length of the
horizontal bowtie interchangeably are adjusted. The realization of 90° phase shift
between Eϕ and Eθ at the boresight is only possible when the length of the horizontal
bowtie (W) is 465 nm which is shorter than the length of the vertical bowtie (510 nm).
This case still does not fulfill the condition for the same magnitude of Eϕ and Eθ at the
boresight. Thus, the vertical bowtie's length (L) needs to be shortened to 480 nm to match
the magnitude of Eϕ and Eθ at the boresight. In the optimized design in Fig. 5.12, the
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length of the horizontal bowtie antenna (W) is maintained as 465 nm and the major radius
and width of the ellipses are set at 100 nm and 30 nm, respectively.
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Figure 5.13: The magnitude ratio and the normalized phase difference between radiated
electric field in ϕ and θ direction in the antenna's boresight.
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Figure 5.14: Input impedance (Rin + jXin) of the cross bowtie antenna loaded with
vacuum and the intrinsic input impedance (Rbowtie + jXbowtie) of the antenna
(vacuum is de-embedded).
Fig 5.13 shows that two conditions for the perfect CP are satisfied: 1) the
magnitudes of the far-field of Eϕ and Eθ are equal and 2) the phase difference between
both fields is 90°. The input impedance of the cross bowtie antenna is also shown in Fig.
5.14. The input impedance of the antenna loaded with the vacuum block shows its
parallel resonance at 158 THz. One thing to note is that the first parallel resonance of the
intrinsic input impedance of the antenna is located around 170 THz which is lowered than
180 THz. Instead of the parallel resonance, CP occurs near at the second series resonance
of the intrinsic input impedance of the antenna, ~ 180 THz. This fact invokes the idea that
the impedance matching using the parallel resonance of the antenna for the maximum
power transfer between the bowtie antenna and the high impedance semiconductor load
does not correspond to the resonance condition for CP radiation at the boresight. This
issue will be mentioned more clearly after analyzing the optimized cross bowtie antenna
loaded with the InGaAsSb material.
As a final step, the IR CP antenna is loaded with the InGaAsSb block and its load
effect at the terminals of the antenna is considered. This loading effect complicates the
optimization procedure for achieving CP property of the IR antenna because the high
capacitance of InGaAsSb block significantly lowers down the resonant frequency of the
antenna. The same cross bowtie antenna shown in Fig. 5.12 loaded with the InGaAsSb
block is expected to lose its CP property at the desired frequency. Thus, a method to
compensate the capacitance of the InGaAsSb load at the resonant frequency should be
applied to the CP antenna design procedure in the IR regime.
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Figure 5.15: CP cross tapered bowtie antenna structure connected with open-ended
transmission lines and its dimensions.
To cancel the high capacitance of the InGaAsSb at 180 THz, two shunt inductive
transmission lines are implemented symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.16: The magnitude ratio and the normalized phase difference between radiated
electric field in ϕ and θ direction in the antenna's boresight.
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The final optimization with a stub length (S = 150 nm) provides a CP operation
with E / E  0.90 and E  E  81 at 180 THz from the cross bowtie antenna
loaded with the InGaAsSb block. The inductive transmission line stubs cancel the
capacitance of the InGaAsSb load at 180 THz, and the CP feature of the antenna itself at
180 THz is maintained. The lengths of the vertical (L) and horizontal (W) bowtie antenna
are maintained as 480 nm and 465 nm.
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Figure 5.17: The field enhancement at the gap of the cross tapered-bowtie antenna.
Also the field enhancement at the terminals of the antenna is required for sensitive
detection, thus the field enhancement should be studied. Similar to the previous linear
polarization bowtie antenna design, the near field maximum occurs near at 170 THz in
Fig. 5.17. This frequency is similar to the parallel resonance frequency of the intrinsic
input impedance of the cross bowtie antenna shown in Fig. 5.14. This same frequency for
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the maximum field enhancement and the parallel resonance of the intrinsic antenna
impedance also indicates that the capacitance of the InGaAsSb is compensated by the
inductance from the open-ended transmission lines. However, a relatively low field
enhancement, approximately 4 at 180 THz is observed. This can be attributed to the fact
that CP radiation occurs at the series resonance of antenna as mentioned earlier but the
maximum field enhancement occurs at the parallel resonance. Even though this resonant
frequency for CP is not compatible to the parallel resonance, a successful realization of
an IR antenna which shows the perfect CP operation at the desirable frequency is
worthwhile. Also, the proposed cross tapered-bowtie antenna can be integrated into a
focal-plane array by connecting the antenna units using the metallic traces and this
antenna array is also optimum for the realization of an efficient and high-resolution IR
polarimetry.

5.2.2.1 Antenna-loaded IR Polarimetry System
Finally, with this cross bowtie antenna for the perfect CP detection and also with
the bowtie antenna which is linear polarization, an efficient IR full Stoke's vector
polarimetry is suggested. The favorable features from the efficient antenna and its
applicability to the focal-plane array are the best fit to a sensitive IR polarimetry system.
Optimized and simple thin metallic trace can connect antenna elements and the output
can be measured by the probing the output metallic pad. The function of the detector to
sense CP is realized by arrays of the optimized cross bowtie antennas for RHCP, and
arrays of the vertical, horizontal, and 45°-titled bowtie antennas can measure S0, S1, and
S2 components of the Stoke's matrix..
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Figure 5.18: The proposed IR polarimetry for the full Stoke's vector using arrays of the
vertical, horizontal, 45°-titled, and RHCP antennas.
The proposed IR polarimetry for characterizing the full Stoke's vector is
introduced and a separate focal-plane array for each polarization component for arbitrary
incident wave is shown in Fig. 5.18. As shown in (5.1) and (5.2), S0, S1 and S2
components of the Stoke's vector can be measured from the arrays of the vertical,
horizontal, and 45°-titled antennas. Measured DC power from the arrays of the RHCP
antennas which are located on the system in Fig. 5.18 can determine S3. The pixel size
specified by 5.77 µm × 5.51 µm can provide approximately 31,500 pixels in one mm2area device. Also, the improvement of sensitivity from the antenna-coupled detector due
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to the field enhancement can be also expected for arrays of the antennas. Finally, the
proposed arrays with optimum antennas which fully characterize Stoke's vector of the
incoming IR signal can be utilized for a high-resolution and high sensitivity IR
polarimetric detector.

5.3 Conclusion
A cross dipole antenna on a single planar layer using elliptical-shaped phase
shifter lines in the microwave range is designed first. The cross dipole antenna where the
two perpendicular polarized dipole antennas and the phase lines are patterned together
gives rise to the perfect CP at boresight and the distinct polarization at different
propagating directions except for the plane that contains the cross dipole. This antenna's
polarization characteristic can realize a DF system using units of the cross dipole
antennas for the transmitter and a pair of perpendicular polarized dipoles for the receiver
(target). To demonstrate the validity of the design, a unidirectional antenna structure over
a ground plane is fabricated and measured at 2.58 GHz. The isotropic radiation pattern at
the x-y and the x-z plane and perfect CP waves at the antenna boresight are shown.
The validated cross dipole antenna for CP in the GHz range is applied to
designing a compact cross tapered-bowtie antenna for CP detection at the IR band.
During the antenna design, the effect of InGaAsSb block which lowers down the
resonance frequency of the antenna is compensated by the extra open stub connected to
the terminals of the antenna. The antenna design loaded with the InGaAsSb block shows
CP with E / E  0.90 and E  E  81 at ~ 180 THz where the maximum
quantum efficiency of InGaAsSb material is shown. Also the field enhancement in
InGaAsSb block at 180 THz is shown as ~ 4. Finally, as an antenna-loaded polarimetric
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IR imager, arrays of vertical, horizontal, 45°-tilted, and RHCP bowtie antennas all within
a single imager pixel with a high resolution of ~ 31,500 in a mm2 area are proposed to
detect the Stoke's vector of incoming IR signals.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary of Achievements
In this thesis, an efficient antenna in terms of the radiation characteristic at
terahertz (THz) frequency regime was developed to maximize the received power to the
THz receiver system. The antenna can be used to overcome the limitations of THz
communication such as the high path loss and the lack of high performance components.
For this purpose, a highly conductive nanomaterial instead of metals was suggested for
the efficient antenna fabrication material at THz frequency regime. Also the unique
characteristics of metallic antennas at THz and optical frequencies such as the near field
enhancement and confinement were exploited to enhance the performance of the infrared
(IR) devices such as thermophotovoltaics (TPVs) and IR detectors. A topological
optimization on the metallic antenna was performed to maximize the performance of IR
devices. In addition, a topology of the metallic antenna for circular polarization (CP) at
the IR band was investigated and its usage for an IR polarimetry was introduced.
A highly conductive nanomaterial, Bundled Carbon Nanotube (BCNT) was
numerically analyzed for an antenna fabrication material at THz frequency. The low
efficiency of the metallic antenna causes from the lower conductivity of metal at THz
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frequency. Also the high surface impedance and surface roughness of a small scale
metallic structure degrade the radiation efficiency of the metallic antenna at THz
frequency. Thus as a substitute for metals, a highly conductive BCNT material where
CNTs are densely aligned in parallel was utilized to overcome the low radiation problem
of metals. For the numerical analysis, BCNT is modeled with an anisotropic material and
gold is modeled with the Drude formula. The analysis shows that BCNT dipole antennas
radiates more efficiently than gold antennas at 2 THz only if the density of CNTs in a
BCNT structure is increased to 104 CNTs/µm. This analysis predicts that the currently
realizable BCNT is not viable for an efficient antenna material at THz frequency and the
current density of BCNT should be improved 103 times so that the BCNT antenna
outperforms the metallic antenna in terms of radiation efficiency.
For an efficient TPV system for power conversion from IR waves to DC power, a
gold antenna loaded with a low bandgap semiconductor, Indium Gallium Arsenide
Antimonide (InGaAsSb), was presented. The optimization for the topology of the antenna
and a novel matching technique yielded the maximum power transfer between the gold
antenna and its InGaAsSb load. The novel matching technique uses the open transmission
line stub to cancel out the high reactance of the InGaAsSb load. Finally, the topology of
the antenna using its high impedance mode at the desired frequency, 180 THz, was
determined as a bowtie shape and the size of the InGaAsSb load was set to a 30 nm cubic
volume. The bowtie antenna showed the maximum power transfer at 180 THz and the
field enhancement at the terminals as high as 23.5. A focal-plane array of the bowtie
antennas for the TPV application showed 95% power absorption efficiency which is 50%
higher than the efficiency of the traditional TPV. Also, for IR detector application, the
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sensitivity improvement of the detector array using bowtie antennas was evaluated
against the traditional bulky detector. The result showed that sensitivity is improved by
the field enhancement factor, which is approximately 23. Based on this significant
sensitivity improvement for the antenna-mounted IR detector, we concluded that the
plasmonic metallic antenna has a more beneficial effect on IR detectors than TPV devices.
As a realistic IR device, focal-plane arrays of the bowtie antennas with parallel and series
connection and 45°-tilted connection using metallic traces were introduced.
For a realization of an IR polarimetry, a more complex antenna design problem
for the circular polarization (CP) antenna in the IR range was investigated. A cross dipole
antenna topology where two perpendicular dipole antennas in conjunction with two inplane ellipse-shaped loops connecting the adjacent branches of the two dipoles to achieve
a single layer and a single feed CP antenna. To verify the CP radiation from the antenna
topology, the cross dipole antenna operating in the GHz range was designed and
fabricated. The perfect CP wave was measured at 2.58 GHz. In addition, the CP antenna
in the GHz range showed polarization states at different propagation directions with only
ambiguities along for the plane that contains the cross dipole so that the usage of these
antennas for a compact direction finding (DF) systems was suggested. For the IR CP
antenna, a cross tapered-bowtie antenna was designed for the perfect CP at 180 THz
along its boresight. In the CP antenna design procedure in the IR range, it was also found
that a condition for CP of IR antenna does not correspond to the maximum power transfer
condition. The final optimized cross bowtie antenna loaded with the InGaAsSb of a 30
nm cubic volume showed the perfect CP at 180 THz and the field enhancement, ~ 4.
Finally, a focal-plane array which consists of the right-handed CP antennas in
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conjunction with the arrays of vertical, horizontal, and 45°-tilted bowtie antennas were
presented as a full Stoke's vector IR polarimetry imager which can provide a high
resolution of ~ 31,500 pixels in a mm2 area.

6.2 Future work
Throughout this thesis, for the most part, the numerical studies regarding the
material and topology for the efficient antenna at THz and optical frequency were
presented. Thus, the real application of the material and the structure using the current
fabrication technique can be considered in future work. Chapter 2 provides a specific
fabrication criteria, 104 CNTs/µm for the density of BCNT (i.e., the number of CNTs in a
micron width of a BCNT sheet) to outperform the metal in terms of radiation efficiency
at THz frequencies. This criteria is much more than a currently realizable density of
BCNT and research for improving density of BCNT has not been growing fast enough to
reach to the density in a near future. Thus, instead of using BCNTs, another kind of
carbon-based nanomaterials such as graphene can be used as good antenna material in
THz and optical frequency range. Graphene is a 2D planar structure with one or two
layers of the carbon atoms [53]. Currently, the size of fabricated graphene has increased
to a wavelength scale at THz and even millimeter-waves, so the focus of graphene
research for the passive devices also has been increasing recently [107]. Graphene shows
a higher DC conductivity than metals. However, the utilization of graphene as an antenna
material in the microwave frequency range has been doubtful due to its high surface
impedance at that frequency range [107]. Nevertheless graphene at THz and IR band
shows plasmonic effect which can be used for sensing and detecting devices. In addition,
a 2D structure of graphene provides 2D conductivity that is tunable from the electric or
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magnetic bias. This viable material property and fast-growing fabrication technique of
graphene encourages its utilization for an antenna material at THz and optical frequency.
Also, optimum metallic antenna topology and its array for TPVs, IR detectors,
and IR polarimetries utilizing InGaAsSb p-n junction, presented from Chapter 3 to
Chapter 5 could have the next step in the real fabrication for those devices. Before the
fabrication process, the modifications of the antenna and the load structure for a more
fabrication-friendly design should be followed up on. It is important that the antenna
design principle such as the maximum power transfer condition for designing the linear
polarized bowtie antenna and the perfect CP condition for designing the cross taperedbowtie antenna along its boresight should be maintained. In the fabrication procedure, the
growth of 30 nm × 30 nm × 30 nm volume of InGaAsSb is quite challenging from current
MBE technique, and a good contact between the InGaAsSb and metallic traces with a
small scale is also an issue, thus a two dimensional layer of InGaAsSb can be suggested
as shown in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Antenna pattern on a substrate and InGaAsSb layer for fabrication.
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Instead of maintaining the small size of the InGaAsSb p-n junction, the InGaAsSb
can be deposited on a substrate and still can be positioned between the bowtie antenna
terminals. Still there is an issue about the contact between the antenna and the InGaAsSb,
but printing gold trace on the surface of the InGaAsSb layer could be a possible method.
Regarding the antenna design, the antenna optimization method for the maximum power
transfer can still be applied to this structure because the field enhancement can be still
excited between the terminals of the antenna.
Another future work can be a theoretical and numerical study on the conditions
for CP wave generation and the maximum power transfer for IR antennas. The CP wave
is generated at the antenna's series resonance and this mode can support the similar
current level on each vertical and horizontal bowtie of the cross bowtie antenna in the IR
range. However, this mode does not correspond to the parallel resonance mode for the
maximum power transfer. Thus, the optimized antenna for the perfect CP along its
boresight does not have a high field enhancement at its terminals. This phenomenon also
can be seen in a cross dipole antenna operating at optical frequencies [96]. Investigating
on a novel method to design an IR CP antenna that also satisfies the maximum power
transfer condition would be another interesting future work.
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